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Abstract 
Emergency management (EM) can benefit from new information and communication technology 
(ICT). However, the complexity of the field poses high demands upon prospective system 
developers. The design of technological support in a field where roles and actions are entwined and 
never completely predetermined, requires an understanding of interactions in the socio-technical 
system as a whole. 

In this thesis, an attempt is made to work from a Cognitive Systems Engineering stance to identify 
important characteristics of coordination in intermunicipal EM. Applying perspectives from 
distributed cognition, joint activity and common ground, Hollnagel’s COCOM and ECOM models 
have been applied to identify points of entry into work practices. Working with data from a 
simulated forest-fire in a role-playing exercise, an analysis of dialogues uncovered ambiguity in how 
functions are handled in a large event, indicating vulnerabilities in face of larger crises. In addition, 
it became evident that functions moved across roles during the evolving event, and it was possible to 
uncover recognizable phases of a response. The results underline characteristics that should be 
supported by future ICT, and occurrences that can be explored in future studies. 
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1  Introduction- Coordination and Cognition in Emergency 
Management  

The field of emergency management has benefits to reap from new forms of information and 
communication technology, for example from geographic information systems (GIS), which have 
the potential to enhance planning and coordination. (Wybo & Lonka, 2002; Nedovic-Budic & Pinto, 
2001). The reason why many of these new types of systems have not yet been implemented lies 
partly in the nature of the field itself, which is complex in many ways, and poses high demands upon 
prospective system developers (Turoff, 2002; Quarantelli, 1997). 

The following section describes characteristics of EM which make designing ICT support for the 
domain a complicated affair, seeing that both the control effort in the EM response, and the incidents 
to be controlled are complex (Hedenskog, 2006). 

Emergencies and crises are dynamic and unpredictable events. In crises and large emergencies, 
exception is the norm: it is often difficult to know in advance which person will assume which role 
and what they will decide to do as immediate actions (Perrow, 1984; Turoff, 2002). This often 
results in an ad hoc ensemble of operators from different organizations working together as a virtual 
team on unpredictable and novel tasks (Johansson, 2005). In a dynamic and potentially dangerous 
situation there is always a risk for unanticipated events, which are not covered by plans or foreseen 
by system developers (Adamski & Westrum, 2003). Supporting adaptivity therefore demands 
support for situations no one has foreseen (Vicente, 1999). 

Another factor, which creates difficulties, is that gaining access to the field and work practices is not 
straightforward, due to constraints such as the unpredictability of events, and safety concerns. The 
large number of operators and their distribution further complicates the scene. (Wybo & Lonka, 
2002). 

In addition, operators often perform without spatial, temporal, and geographical proximity (Artman, 
1999). This lack of collocation is underscored by the nature of dynamic situations, which by 
definition are difficult to predict and plan for, and complex to assess (Brehmer, 1992). EM requires 
coordinated interactions between individuals, organizations and artifacts, in addition to the impact of 
technological, environmental and contextual factors (Johansson, 2005).  

As a result, the work done is difficult to catch, as there is a close entwinement of activities 
performed by cooperating organizations. In addition, is necessary to differentiate between local 
needs under normal conditions versus requirements for coordination in larger operations. 

It is difficult for any one person to gain insight to the control processes involved in an emerging 
scenario, or even retrospectively find out what happened and what was done. Operations are rarely 
reviewed, and it is difficult to document and catch organizational learning (Turoff, 2002). The 
consequences of the regulator paradox (Weinberg & Weinberg, 1998, cited in Johansson, 2005) 
augment this lack of insight in operations, as a well functioning work system can suffer a lack of 
feedback about its performance. Thereby it can operate without awareness of vulnerabilities or 
approaching breakdowns, until a critical incident occurs.(ibid.)  

Given the nature of crises with regard to unpredictability and time limits, plans are of restricted 
value. It is up to the involved parties to maintain the ability to flexibly adapt and coordinate 
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resources and activities in order to meet the demands of a dynamic environment (Dynes & 
Quarantelli, 1977; Brehmer, 1982). 
There are additional aspects to take heed to when aiming to enhance practices and performance in a 
field such as EM: artifacts color actions, goals and constraints. Agent-environment mutuality 
(Gibson, 1979) is a term for the reciprocal manner in which attributes of agents and their 
environment constrain each other. An example is the effect technological aids can have on the 
opportunities for interpersonal relationships to develop, in turn affecting issues such as trust and 
perceptions of competence. (Fiore et al., 2001). So, new technological support systems may give rise 
to new practices, or even disturb work (Woods, 2002) This means that rapid development of 
technological support and communication systems may have results that are difficult to foresee 
(Woods, 1998). 
In fields where safety and high reliability are required, there is little room for surprises or unforeseen 
results from a new system. To avoid this, it is vital to gain an understanding of the work 
requirements of a domain. A mutual understanding must be attained so as to bridge the gaps in 
expertise between system developers and practitioners. This process can be demanding for all 
stakeholders, requiring imagination to envision new possible solutions and respect for the 
established practices and competencies held by field practitioners (Turoff, 2002). Attaining access to 
workplaces may be problematic, and catching sight of the actual work done demands more than a 
superficial workplace inspection. This leads to a conflict between the time required to understand a 
field and the real world demands of efficiency and costs. The research required for uncovering 
critical demands for a new system required could swamp an inquirer in data (Woods, 2003). This is 
exacerbated in fields where a large number of practitioners cooperate and coordinate their efforts in 
distributed labor.  
In summary, the development of ICT demands awareness that ICT systems are immersed and 
connected to contexts, where social and organizational issues have effects on future use (Johansson, 
2005; Nedovic-Budic & Pinto, 2001). Future systems must be fitted to the context so as not to 
interfere with other sources of information and communication (Rice, 1990). The impact new 
systems have on work will determine important user issues such as acceptance (Nyssen, 2004). 
Therefore, identifying vulnerabilities, or developing technological support for procedures in a field 
where roles and actions are entwined and never completely predetermined, requires an 
understanding of interactions, which is unavailable from studies of individual performance. 
In this thesis, an attempt is made to identify issues in the coordination of emergency management 
which are vital for overall performance, and which in extension are necessary to pay attention to 
when developing new information and communication technology for use in the domain. 
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1.1 Thesis Question  

Informing the design of future ICT to support coordination in and among teams in emergency 
response, requires knowledge of the deeper relational structures in the work domain (Woods, 2003). 
EM is a field with many dimensions, yet it is desirable that the systemic traits of EM be accessed in 
reliable and tractable work-studies. Can complex interactions be studied without being overwhelmed 
by data, or losing sight of emergent qualities? In this thesis, an attempt is made to apply a Cognitive 
Systems Engineering (CSE) perspective to pinpoint loci for focused studies. From these points of 
entry, characteristics important for coordination in Swedish Regional Emergency Management, are 
to be identified, using methods which take heed to the complexities inherent to distributed team 
coordination.  

1.2  Overview of this Thesis 

Concepts such as distributed cognition, joint activity and common ground will be used as principles 
to guide the search for insight in this domain. The thesis is divided into three main parts: 

1) A survey of cognitive approaches to coordinated activity. This is an effort to find a 
theoretically grounded perspective that can cope with the complexity of the field, and to 
develop a fundamental understanding of what underlies coordination in communication and 
team tasks. 

2) An analysis of communication from an emergency management real-time role-playing 
exercise (RPE), with the aim of identifying and analyzing interactions that are central for EM 
coordination activities. 

3) A section relating these findings to each other, and a discussion about what implications the 
findings have for the future design of new information and communication technology (ICT) 
systems in the field of EM. 

Appendices 7.1 to 7.6 hold information about Swedish EM participants, their missions and roles. A 
reading of these sections may enhance understanding of the analyses. 
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2 Background- Cognition in Distributed Team Work  

Effort is required when attempting to gain an overview of the processes in emergency management, 
which involves complex interactions between interleaving processes and components in a dynamic 
system. In this domain, individuals and groups with differing domain expertise coordinate actions 
with the aim of attaining superordinate goals that exceed the capacity or responsibility of a single 
organization. (Turoff 2002; Wybo & Lonka 2002) This can be viewed as an issue of control, which 
according to Hollnagel (2002) requires an understanding of what has happened; what is happening; 
predicting how a situation may develop; knowledge of actions and how to perform them, and having 
proper resources. The ensuing interactions raise a number of central concerns. 

EM is a mission that can be divided into several phases: work to avoid crises, preparation for crises, 
operative work, and evaluations after an event. Emergencies are unpredictable, and the needs for 
resources and information are difficult to define beforehand. This characterizes the operation of EM 
organizations in crises as dynamic systems, as their states change autonomously and as a result of 
actions upon it (Brehmer, 1992). The dynamics of the system makes obtaining a complete 
predetermined plan or task description improbable (ibid.). In operations, contingency plans only 
cover a fraction of the types of incidents to be handled: often, opportunistic response and 
coordination by feedback is used (Smith et al., 2003; Dynes & Quarantelli, 1977). Participants 
dispersed over a range of organizations and roles, accomplish this by managing a wide range of 
actions and decision making, such as tracking events as they develop, and constantly modifying 
plans. 

A communication structure is necessary in this type of work, and it provides ground for a culture of 
norms and practices to grow (Hutchins, 1995). Issues from the represented organizations affect which 
content is brought up into interaction and how proposed solutions are handled (Keyton & Stallworth, 
2003). The relational needs associated with cooperation are compounded with task demands, and go 
hand in hand with coordination activities  (Hutchins, 1995).  

The consequence of these interactions and interdependencies is that the cooperative task 
performance that underlies EM must be studied in relation to the social, organizational and 
technological context (Johansson, 2005) it is performed in. 

2.1 Approaches from which to Study Cognition in Teams 

In order to support work in a domain, an understanding of the factors influencing performance and 
adaptation is necessary. This calls for an attempt to understand the processes in action and reveal the 
dynamics below the surface (Woods, 2003). There are a range of disciplines that provide 
perspectives on coordination and teamwork. Which are most relevant, and can these be integrated? 

In the Cognitivist tradition, cognition is mainly viewed as mental information processing within an 
individual human’s mind. However, in order to study human action and cooperation in the physical 
world, a wider view is called for, in order not to mistakenly attribute cognitive properties to 
processes within an individual, when they in fact are properties of a larger system (Hutchins, 1995). 
We use our environment and our tools and artifacts as sources of information, as reminders and 
placeholders (Norman, 1993). In this view, our intelligence and actions are products of the 
interactions between inner mental processes, artifacts and constraints in the outer world. According 
to Norman, there are two main perspectives on cognitive artifacts: the person-perspective where 
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focus lies upon how the artifact affects an individual and changes a task, and a system perspective 
which gives a picture other than the one two components alone could give. A conclusion from this 
line of thinking is studying single operator’s performance will yield other types of results than 
studying work with a system perspective.  

In complex activities with many actions and goals spread among a number of cooperating 
participants, cognition can be viewed as an occurrence distributed throughout a system with multiple 
players, both human and technological, as a socio-technological system (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005) 
With this perspective, it becomes apparent that cognitive, technical, social and organizational factors 
will interact in work (Johansson, 2005).   

These different types of interactions are exemplified in emergency response where activities are 
predominantly performed in teams interacting over time through artifacts, and diffused over a 
number of media (Turoff, 2002). Hereby tasks may be fragmented, and their situated nature is 
obvious in studies of situated team tasks (e.g. Luff & Heath 1993). In this context, people have to 
achieve shared understandings in order to coordinate their efforts in processes requiring 
communication (Stroomer & van Oostendorp, 2003). Intersubjective understanding, as practitioners 
understand each other’s work, leads to more effective communication (Woods, 2003). As 
knowledge about goals and needs are shared when cooperative practices develop, shared cognition 
and an understanding of participants mutual expectations evolve. This forms the foundation for joint 
activities in coordinated action (Klein et al., 2004) 

The processes of cooperation involve pooling resources. Participants may possess overlapping and 
complementary roles, perspectives and knowledge. In the ensuing work, decisions and judgments 
are a result of multiple actors in concert (Woods, 2003). An effect of this is that cognitive effort can 
be dispersed over individuals and time (Hutchins, 1995). In this sense, the sociotechnical system as a 
whole acquires cognitive properties not held by the participants on the level of individuals (ibid.) 

So, attaining coordination among actors is more than a simple matter of information dissemination 
(Johansson et al., 2001). Distributed work is constituted of task activities in conjunction with 
coordination activities, in constant interaction with artifacts and established practices (Hutchins, 
1995). In addition to task related skills, cooperative work in dynamic environments demands social 
skills and knowledge of the social system connecting the components (Johansson, 2005) Supporting 
coordination may thereby require more than efficient interface design or timely decisions (ibid.). 
An important step in the design of systems that support complex work is therefore to study the 
relationships between technology and cognition. In this way, empirical findings can be used inform 
design (Woods, 1998). Organizational context and demands specific for a domain or practice are 
sources of information in this search.  
Studies of work performed in context can reveal how superficially trivial actions, which risk 
becoming invisible in a conventional task analysis, may have critical consequences (Heath & Luff, 
1993). Looking at situated problem solving reveals interwoven problems and social construction of 
meaning (McNeese, 2001).  Consequently, the patterns of small interacting misses leading to serious 
failures can be uncovered (Vincente, 1999). 

With this in focus, cognition can be seen as a distributed process taking place not only within human 
individuals and in the interplay between personal and team attributes, but also from a higher level of 
abstraction as interaction between components in a socio-technical system of humans and artifacts 
(Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). In this type of so-called joint cognitive system (JCS), a system as a 
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whole can be divided recursively into subsystems, whose separate goals contribute to the whole 
system’s ultimate goals. From this perspective, adaptivity and patterns of work emerge from sets of 
constraints among actors and their context, including technology and organization. (Ibid.). 

The following sections will present a number of perspectives on how cognitive processes in 
coordinated work can be approached.  

2.2 Cognitive Psychology  

There are a large number of studies of team and group coordination from the field of cognitive 
psychology and ergonomics/human factors concerning decision-making. The results of these lines of 
inquiry, though in stark contrast to the more contextual approaches outlined in the following 
sections, have yielded interesting and informative results about e.g. effects of stress and threat on 
individual cognition and group processes. This section is included to provide a contrast to the more 
contextual views represented in the following sections.  

This field has evolved from studies of decision making in controlled situations, based on models 
from mathematical analyses, e.g. rational-choice methods, with a normative focus on optimizing 
decisions (Wickens & Hollands, 1999). Here, causes for incorrect or sub-optimal decisions are 
sought in an incomplete or faulty understanding of the information that is available, due to processes 
such as e.g. biases and heuristics. These types of normative perspectives have weaknesses in that 
real-world decision making is performed under more complex conditions. In real-life situations, 
people are seen to use analogies and creative processes such as mental simulation and situation 
recognition to build representations of a situation. An example is the recognition-primed decision 
model where expertise and analogy play central roles (Zsambok & Klein, 1997; Orasanu & Fischer 
1997).  

Team decision-making has to address how these processes function when people work together. In 
this line of research, good team performance has been related to the concept of shared mental 
models and the extent of overlap between members’ models, through updating each other and 
comparing gaps in understanding (Zsambok & Klein, 1997; Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, S., 
1993; Mohammed & Dumville, 2001). 

In addition to the study of performance and efforts to model and elicit participants’ understanding of 
a situation, there have been studies of group behavior and reactions to threat, which can be 
informative when dealing with coordination and cognition in EM. 

Staw, Sandelands, and Dutton’s (1981) review of factors affecting performance under threat found 
that detrimental effects reflecting constrained cognitive capacity could be recognized on the 
individual, group and organizational level. Three main factors were seen to lead to reduced 
information processing: 

1. A focus on salient and recognized cues, narrowing perception and search behavior set on 
seeking confirmation 

2. A reliance on learned response, a fixation on one solution 

3. A lack of revision of hypotheses. 
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In addition, people working together under threat were found to be subject to specific effects on a 
team level. 

• Cohesion effects on inter- and intra-group relationships. However, cooperation toward 
superordinate goals unites groups and works to reduce social distance to counteract erosive 
cohesion effects.  

• Increased pressure for uniformity. 

• Reduced communication complexity- simpler and more repetitious, perhaps as a result of 
overload on communication channels. (Ibid.) 

When crisis situations escalate, commanders often increase their information search but restrict it to 
formal or familiar channels, seeking confirmation, neglecting other information sources and 
interpretations (Rice, 1987). Under pressed circumstances, information overload leads actors to use 
fewer resources to process new information, or review and create new hypotheses. A general effect 
is the movement of authority to higher levels of command, resulting in less adaptivity and 
flexibility (Hiltz & Turoff, 1985). 

In summary, constricted information processing and centralized, more rigid control has a tendency 
to arise in crisis situations, leading to rigid response. This means that organizations and teams may 
become less adaptive in face of new or unforeseen events. Therefore there must be an awareness of 
the need to support adaptivity, e.g. by the revision of hypothesis and support for improvisation.  

Individuals have certain cognitive constraints, which affect processes such as decision-making. 
When these processes are performed in cooperation with others, there must be communication and 
shared understanding. The following section gives a view of how this can be achieved. 

2.3 Joint Activity and Common Ground 

How can people coordinate their actions in order to perform together? Clark (1996) describes how 
people's actions performed in everyday life are in tune and entwined with others' actions, by means 
of established practices. Those involved have expectations and intentions that form their predictions 
of others' behavior, and people adapt their behavior according to these predictions. This makes it 
possible to perform actions in resonance with others actions without having to analyze each case in 
isolation. This coordination is apparent only when an aberration occurs, e.g. deviations arising when 
one enters a foreign culture and lacks knowledge of the implicitly expected signs and responses. 

Participants in any dialog or cooperation strive to coordinate their expectations and predictions of 
one another's behavior in order to identify actions that match their counterpart's expectations. This is 
a process of mutual recognition; people look for and give signs in order to coordinate. This can be 
done through explicit arrangements, previous experiences or conventions etc. (ibid.) 

These ideas have been adapted in Klein et al. (2004), where the term basic compact is used for the 
intent and effort invested in order to work together, and the processes participants uphold to support 
cooperative processes.  

One characteristic in the basic compact is that actors often may subordinate their own short-term 
goals to allow common or long-term goals prevail. The basic compact secures a certain degree of 
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predictability in interactions (ibid). 

The basic compact is a foundation for coordination where participants commit to make their work 
predictable, to try to create and work to uphold common ground and to react openly to redirection 
from each other, an agreement about intentions for coordination, where participants intend to work 
adaptively to be resilient, and to communicate critical information about developments that the 
others need to know in order to perform their part of coordinated work. These are efforts to aid each 
other in managing attention to important signals and changes. This is easier when those involved are 
aware of each others working situation e.g. regarding interruptibility. (Ibid.). 

The requirements interpredictability, common ground and directability refer to how effective 
coordination can be supported. Common ground is in itself a prerequisite for interpredictability as it 
is needed for parties to be able to foresee each other’s actions and interpretations in an adequate 
fashion. Directability is behavior to affect partners’ actions in response to changes. (Ibid.). 

Klein et al (2004) identify five areas that are important to have adequate shared knowledge, beliefs 
and assumptions about: 

1.roles and functions 

2.routine capabilities 

3.skills and competencies 

4.goals and commitment 

5.stance- subjective time pressure, fatigue, workload 

In grounding, especially in mediated communication, knowledge about who one communicates with 
– a social relationship- is important. This is central when involved parties have differing agendas or 
work in different locations or organizations. (Ibid.). 

Common ground is a process, as it needs to be built and sustained. Breakdowns occur when 
participants have too large discrepancies in their perception of the situation and of each other’s 
work. This can be the result of communication losses; access to different data; misunderstood or 
unclear rationale. Confusion over who knows what, which Klein et al. (2004) call the fundamental 
breakdown, occurs when there is no awareness among parties that their beliefs about each other have 
degenerated. This can lead to a series of inferences based on the false assumption that messages 
have been understood in the manner intended. Skills in detecting and repairing these situations play 
an important role. Elaboration, where operators explicitly give indications of their understanding and 
intentions for further action, is a practice designed to avoid coordination surprises due to this type of 
breakdown.  (Ibid.). 

Klein et al. identify isolate certain activities to support common ground 

1.preparations including establishing routines and laying initial foundations for common  

2.sustaining common ground, e.g. by clarifications and reminders 
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3.updating others 

4.monitoring others to see if common ground is breaking down 

5.detecting anomalies  

6.repairing lost common ground 

The concepts of common ground and joint activity provide accounts for how humans can understand 
each other by coordinating their expectations. This shared expectation, achieved by insight to each 
other’s work, social contacts and trust, is a prerequisite for achieving and sustaining shared 
understanding.  

Though this model emphasizes the need for shared expectations, cognitive processes are still seen as 
residing within the individual. The following sections describe a different view.  

2.4  Distributed Cognition 

Cognition denotes higher mental processes that are part of learning, memory, decision-making etc. 
The distributed cognition is a framework and analytic methodology (Rogers, 1994) that questions 
the view of cognition as a phenomenon largely taking place in people’s heads, and focuses on 
distributed problem solving. The view is that cognitive systems have other properties than those of 
the system's participants.  By interacting through different types of communication, resources are 
pooled.  This sharing also gives rise to an understanding of each other's roles and acts as a basis for 
coordinated expectations. Unifying elements of cognitive science, anthropology and social science, 
the perspective aims to give an account of concepts such as labor distribution, organizational 
learning and shared meaning created in interactions between humans and artifacts.  (Hutchins 1995). 

Distributed cognition provides a perspective to access system operations through data driven 
descriptions. Cognitive work systems are not easily decomposable, but may be accessible through 
functional accounts.   

Instead of being bounded by the location of a cognitive event, this view ranges the cognitive process 
by the functional relationships between elements. The aim is to study functional structures and their 
coordination and interactions. (Ibid.) 

The units of analysis in this approach may be diverse, depending on the aim of a study. However, at 
each level of description, cognitive processes are seen as taking place when activities give rise to 
transformations of information. This is described as representational states propagated through 
media (Hutchins, 1995, p. 373). These media can be external, such as cognitive artifacts, or internal, 
as in memory functions. 

Hutchins speaks of mediation- where an artifact plays an active role larger than pure transmission 
between an individual and a task. Artifacts are one type of media; others can be social interaction or 
ideas. Cognition is carried through the artifact, which in turn shapes cognition. Therefore, the path 
of information flow will have cognitive consequences for the system. (Ibid.) 

As follows, the social organization of distributed cognition may result in effects not present at the 
individual level. Social organization may be built up in many ways: aggregation; stigmergy; 
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hierarchies; chains of command; and the form taken is likely to have cognitive consequences.  In 
this sense, collaborative tasks will reflect the pathologies or desirable properties of the social 
organization. (Hutchins, 1995). 

In some systems, actors have different roles and means towards the same result. Different sets of 
representational structures and different cognitive processes can provide equifinal paths.  Also, 
shared access and shared knowledge can lead to the juxtaposition of expectations and actions in a 
shared understanding of the situation at hand.  Hutchins describes this as the coordination of 
representational states.  Coordination mechanisms may be explicit as in procedures or external and 
technological representational states, or implicit and easily overlooked in social behavior and mental 
processes.  The coordination of representational states creates communicative pathways, a 
sequencing of activities. Thus, a multitude of actors and artifacts can be coordinated for activities 
that are greater than one individual part could achieve.  As a consequence, coordination can be 
studied by analyzing interactions between humans and artifacts and the ontologies of shared and 
individual knowledge. The system can have built-in buffers- procedures that provide a looser 
coupling to avoid the collision between the time constraints of parallel tasks. Operators or artifacts 
may even function as filters passing information with/ without certain characteristics. (Ibid.) 

In Hutchins 1995, navigation activities are described as bottom-up and top down processes as an 
identified location is transformed into coordinates and moved across the organization, mediated 
across roles and from sensors to a central representation, resulting in commands from decision 
makers. From a set of local procedures where each operator knows how to react in a given situation, 
coordinated activity grows from a pattern of interactions rather than a global plan. (Ibid.). 

In general, a system with distributed expertise and decision-making is more robust and shows 
graceful degradation, in part because of redundancy of knowledge and skills. This aids in providing 
buffers against interruptions and in the detection of misunderstandings along the way. These 
characteristics also provide the means for effective intersubjective communication, through which 
actions can smoothly be realigned in the face of disturbances. A consequence, however, is that 
causes for failure are difficult to track. (Ibid.). 

In short, the distributed cognition approach focuses on distributed problem solving, and describes 
approaches to revealing subtle interactions mainly through detailed description of the dynamics of 
activities. 

Studying a work system in great detail will perhaps unveil the workings of an existing process, 
which is determined by organizational, technological and social constraints. If one is to change the 
work system in some manner, is it possible to predict the effects of change? The following section 
describes an approach working towards functional descriptions, allowing abstraction from specific 
constraints resulting form the work processes as organized today. 

2.5 Cognitive Systems Engineering 

Simon lays down the issue of how complex systems can be described and designed in The Sciences 
of the Artificial (1969). Simon's view of complex artificial systems (1981) is that they may be 
characterized in terms of functions, goals, and adaptation. Mechanisms that are internal to the 
system, and conditions in the outer environment for attaining the goal interact as the system attempts 
to maintain correspondence between its goals, actions and the environment. An artificial system can 
be described by focusing on the interface between the inner and outer environments, i.e. in terms of 
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function and organization. This makes it possible for a system description to be less complex as the 
function of components can separated from their internal workings.  The complexity arises from 
their possible combinations with the environment they are adapting to. Studying the system 
therefore requires looking at how adaptations to the environment, interactions, take place. (Ibid.) 

According to Simon, complexity often takes the form of a hierarchy, which allows a system 
description to be less complex than the system itself. The system can therefore be partitioned 
recursively into stable subcomponents. It is therefore pertinent to identify relevant ways of 
decomposing the structure of a complex organization into components, which are related to its 
functional parts.  The principle of near decomposability (ibid.) means that components have stronger 
intra-component couplings than intercomponent couplings. By extension, future design of these 
components can be pursued relatively independent if one focuses on function as separated from the 
details of inner mechanisms. (Ibid.). 

As follows from the complexity in the domain and from the view of the EM work as a system, laws 
of control theory can give some fundamental indications of the requirements in EM. The Law of 
Requisite Variety states that a controller must be able to match the variety in a process (Ashby 1956, 
cited in Hollnagel, 2002). In other terms, " complex systems require complex controllers" as Vicente 
(1999) succinctly states. An operator does not necessarily need a model of the system, if he is 
incorporated into the system. Vicente (1999) draws the conclusion that a "human-machine system 

must take into account, or embody, the constraints inherent in the work domain ”. In order gain a 
proper understanding, the domain itself and the functions of the system and the constraints inherent 
in the context must be charted, as the constraints inherent in the domain and in goals and means 
form a resource to inform a system designer (ibid.). 

Finding a relevant way to do this demands taking heed to the interactions between context, 
affordances and adaptations of strategies: an understanding of the processes cannot be extracted by 
decomposing the system into individual actions (Woods, 2003). One therefore needs to study the 
whole and interactions between parts to discover function and structures.  

CSE approaches strive towards explicitly handling issues about how cognition and behavior is 
shaped by artifacts in complex interaction (McNeese, 2001; Woods, 1998). This demands an 
understanding of the processes underlying cognition in human-human and human-computer 
interaction, with a focus on the external conditions and not on assumed internal mechanisms 
(Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). CSE frames a view of humans and technology as integrated, joint 
cognitive systems where the focus is on overall performance. Thus, the complexity in social and 
organizational constraints and the context of work, situated context (McNeese, 2001) must receive 
attention. This may be a productive approach in the integration of GIS and other ICT systems in the 
fields of emergency planning and response. Hollnagel and Woods (2005) have explicated this in a 
concrete approach that ranges cognition as taking place in a composite system of humans and 
technology, a joint cognitive system. 

2.5.1 Joint Cognitive systems 

In studying humans interacting with each other and machines, the interacting parts can be seen as a 
joint cognitive system (JCS). Hollnagel & Woods  (2005) define a cognitive system as 

 ”…a system that can modify its behavior on the basis of experience so as to achieve specific 
antientropic ends” (p 22).  
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A joint cognitive system is made up of two or more cognitive systems, of which at least one includes 
a human. Users are thereby parts of a whole in coagency with technology to maintain control (ibid.). 

One fundamental assumption in this perspective is that the basis of control lies in the human ability 
to choose the correct actions in order to maintain control, i.e. to adapt. Cognition is the process by 
which cognitive systems cope with complexity to remain in control (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). 
Humans have robust capabilities to anticipate breakdowns and to respond to them, basing their 
actions and expectations in conditions in the context. Control in a system therefore demands 
cognition (planning/anticipation) and adaptation in order to reach a desired condition and to be able 
to maintain it.  These processes require an understanding of the situation. (Ibid.). 

A functional account of a joint cognitive system includes a description of the processes to maintain 
control, without necessarily focusing on who performs them: the conglomerate of humans, 
technology and the context holds a range of actions to meet demands. System boundaries are 
established relative to the context and the system's cognition as a whole. (Ibid.). 

In order to understand these processes, descriptions of patterns in performance are needed. (Woods. 
2003). Hollnagel’s COCOM and ECOM models identify patterns in control behavior, based on 
performance rather than information processing (Hollnagel, 2002). The difference lies in part in the 
description of feedback processes, which underlie the dynamics that exist between perceiving and 
acting.   

The models have their foundation in the basic cyclical model of human action, which is based on the 
principles of the perceptual cycle (Neisser, 1976, cited in Hollnagel, 2002), but extended from 
describing perception to describing action and control (Hollnagel, 2002). 

2.5.2 COCOM 

 Hollnagel's Conceptual Control Model (COCOM) (Hollnagel 1993; Hollnagel & Woods 2005) 
describes the concept of a JCS, and how it chooses its actions. The model links generic behaviors to 
cognition in a given context. A person's choice of actions is a result of their perception and 
understanding of the situation. This is in turn influenced by contextual factors such as time limits 
and the availability of information. The COCOM is aimed to be an alternative to procedural 
descriptions, by focusing on the adaptivity of human behavior and the dynamics that require 
operators to shift between behavioral modes (Hollnagel, 1993). Instead of trying to identify an 
adequate sequencing of actions, COCOM suggests looking at what lies behind how control actions 
are chosen, and the conditions for changing modes. (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). 

According to the model, agents form constructs, founded in previous experience, rules, heuristics 
and training, and in response to incoming information. The continuously updated constructs are a 
base for choosing actions and judging their consequences. (Ibid.). 
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Figure 1 The Action-Performance Cycle (Hollnagel &Woods 2005) 

 Working from the diagram, in looking at a JCS, the cognizing individual is replaced by the 
configuration of cooperating participants, among which information is constructed and relayed. The 
distribution and access to information in the JCS will therefore be critical for performance 
(Johansson, 2001). More information may be present in the JCS than is accessible to individual 
operators. An external event is initially an occurrence about which few details are known. The JCS 
as a whole gradually develops an understanding of the occurrence, through actions, interactions and 
feedback where information is propagated and transformed, to gradually accumulate to a state where 
the JCS can act to control the situation. Over time, continuous reassessment and modification of 
plans, as feedback and feedforward control (Hollnagel, 2002) is necessary. 

The competence models and the control models point to factors from past and present context that 
affect the personnel’s performance. This forms the foundation for how a construct, ultimately a 
shared construct, is formed. The constructs, i.e. how the JCS understands the current situation, is 
affected by the range of possible responses available (competencies); how actions are chosen, and 
put into action (control). The availability of information in an appropriate form, and how it is shared 
has a central role. 

 Once an evaluation of the situation is made, actions are selected, and expressed in terms, which 
define objectives or goals for other activity levels. Each action takes time, and is performed in 
parallel with other activities. Resources such as technical apparatus, personnel also have an effect. 
(Ibid.). In this process, the availability of time is central. (Ibid.). 
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The diagram shows how the template set and the activity set are the sum of the competencies a 
participant brings into a given situation. Past experience and training, and factors such as social 
networks or communicative abilities figure in this set. When coordination is required, issues 
regarding the common ground and basic compact arise (see section 2.3). In addition, group level 
cognitive effects such as confirmation biases and threat rigidity (see section 2.2), as well as the 
potential for clashes between groups; perspectives; culture and competencies may be present. For 
example, there can be consequences if the language and terms used have different implications for 
different groups (e.g. the terms for crisis, as shown in Appendix 7.5). 
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This view gives that moment-to-moment understanding will differ between individuals, but on the 
JCS level the understanding of the incident is an accumulation of the collected knowledge, and a 
product of how well this is shared among the participants through communication and the use of 
artifacts to share data and information (Johansson, 2005). Seeing that activities are fragmented in 
time and distributed across individuals, the number of parallel ongoing activities is likely to affect 
all of these activities. 

The model describes four principal modes of behavior referring to styles of choosing and carrying 
out actions: strategic, tactical, opportunistic, and scrambled. They range from a high degree of 
forward planning, proactive control, in the strategic mode to high reactivity, reactive control, to the 
environment in the scrambled mode.  ● Scrambled Control: Choice of the next action is unpredictable or random.  The operator 

seems purely reactive and is driven by the latest event (here the operator lacks a useful 
understanding of the context in which they are acting).  ● Opportunistic Control is when action is based on the current context of salient features or 
patterns alone, instead of fundamental intentions or goals. ● Tactical Control is when operators’ actions are based in planning.  ● Strategic Control is when the operator has a adequate understanding of the global context 
and the results of his actions, allowing for planning and prediction in order to support high 
level goals 

Operators shift between modes in a linear fashion. Mode changes are affected by e.g. the number of 
simultaneous goals; plans and expectations; the event horizon; and the mode of execution in addition 
to subjectively available time and   operators' judgments of outcomes.  

Modeling behavior according to COCOM’s control modes can be used as a guide to hypothesize 
how specific activities might change as the context changes, giving indications of potential behavior 
in specific contexts. (Hollnagel, 1993, 1998). Examples of this type of application can be found in 
Stanton & Ashleigh (2000), where operators working in several different conditions on a control 
task were studied. The researchers found that the strategic control was less influenced by immediate 
context and draws the conclusion that " the organizational context determines proactive behavior 

whereas process-demand context determines reactive behavior”, (Stanton & Ashleigh, 2000). This 
indicates that different roles are subject to different constraints. 
COCOM provides means of identifying patterns in how single operators shift between behavioral 
modes. This means that the model can be used as a step in predicting the types of support needed in 
different contexts. 
Activities in EM are performed with actions and goals spread among a number of cooperating 
participants. In EM, organizational context plays a role, as the structures are largely hierarchical, 
with prescribed functions on different levels of command.  This points to the likelihood that 
behavior on different levels, though interconnected, poses different cognitive demands. In the 
following section, Hollnagel’s ECOM model illustrates the connections between different control 
levels, which can be present simultaneously within an individual, or spread among participants in a 
shared task 
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2.5.3  ECOM 

Operators often handle several tasks at once, each of which may pose different cognitive demands. 
In addition, these tasks may be shared across several individuals. The following model, Hollnagel's 
Extended Control Model, ECOM  (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005), provides means to identify patterns 
in activities that are performed on parallel, interacting levels in a JCS. 

ECOM’s levels of activity (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005) 

According to the model, performance takes place simultaneously on concurrent loops of activity, i.e. 
performed at the same time and interconnected with regard to goals but within different time frames.  
Their coupling is represented in the way the higher levels' output serves as input for the subordinate 
level in the form of objectives. Thereby, a direct interdependence between objectives/plans and 
activities is portrayed. Different types of assessments are needed at each level, exemplified through 
activities in the JCS. A loss of control may thereby be directly linked to a disturbance in the 
interaction between the levels. A JCS must be in control of all loops at the same time: dependencies 
between the levels must have appropriate interfaces to each other otherwise the input from higher 
loop to lower in form of objectives not appropriately acted upon and vice versa. (Ibid.). 

In distributed coordinated activity, communication gives an indication of where there is interaction 
between levels of activity. The output from lower levels in the form of feedback, measurements and 
situation assessment thereby provides substance for upper levels to refresh their plans or current 
understanding. Possible applications of the model are to provide means to analyze controller 
performance under given conditions, e.g. which consequences breakdowns on one level may lead to 
on other levels. (Ibid.). 
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The following table outlines the characteristics of activities on each level. 

Targeting is an open loop activity, producing goals/sub goals and criteria. It  ● Involves assessing feedback for required changes in performance ● Is affected by overall situation understanding, time, risks ● Is implemented by actions over a longer time span ● Is in regular situations largely parallel to monitoring, in irregular situations it demands 
more effort and constant updating of sub-goals  

Monitoring includes  ● Producing plans to achieve goals received from the targeting level, requiring a judgment 
of the JCS situation relative to its final goal, location of resources, relative to each other 
and other places that require action, their status, as well as future needs. ● In normal operation less effort to monitor status of resources relative to the goals ● In more complex scenarios, monitoring the location of resources relative to the goal 
requires more effort 

Regulating involves  ● Keeping track participants and objects/people on location in need of protection, and the 
physical conditions of the EM environment. ● Specifying and delegating actions to participants ●  Coordinating actions among those involved 

Tracking is often closed loop but gives important feedback to other layers. This level ● Receives goals and criteria from the regulating level. Breakdown of feedback to higher 
levels can leads to incorrect situation assessments ● Performs actions and sees the immediate results 

 

 

 

2.6 Summary: Cognition in Teams 

From the reviewed perspectives and articles, it is apparent that an understanding of coordinated 
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teamwork is not available by studying individual action in context-free isolation. The distributed 
cognition approach claims that systems have different properties than the cognition of individuals. 
The combined effect of coordinated work efforts is thereby a result of interactions where individual 
resources are merged and transformed as representational states communicated among actors 
through implicit and explicit means. This is reflected in models where performance is viewed 
holistically, where failure/success is seen as emergent phenomena (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). 

Hence, work involving simultaneous and interlocking activities demands coordination. When 
several humans are involved, social issues and communication requirements arise: informal 
practices to establish and uphold relationships pertinent to tasks; accumulation of common ground; 
trust; assumptions; knowledge. These processes are critical yet subject to strain when personnel 
work in crisis situations. 

Distributed cognition aims towards understanding the interplay between individuals, artifacts and 
work context.  The idea is that mutual adaptations between interacting parts require work to be 
understood in relation to the environment, and the environment in terms of its affordances and 
demands. E.g. a certain practice may be a result of the affordances of an artifact and not necessary 
solely to reach a goal. Therefore it is necessary to find out the structure of work in relation to its 
purposes. 

The path of cognition will have cognitive consequences for the system. This indicates that having a 
recognizable, well known work methodology; predictable paths for feedback and command; and 
social relationships will be likely to have an effect on performance. 

The transfer of information between participants leads to the social construction of knowledge. The 
need for common ground and the idea of a basic compact indicates that actors need an image of each 
other’s information requirements. Understanding each other’s needs and expectations enables the 
identification and relaying of salient information in a way that is supportive of the work to be done. 
This makes it possible for operators to make correct judgments of interruptibility, framing in a 
correct manner, and feedback. Seen as a unit, the socio-technical system as a whole may contain 
information and resources, to which the correct access, and distribution of information, is critical. 

System thinking in CSE allows simplification of the interactions by abstracting to a functional level. 
One consequence of hierarchical organization is that the team on the scene acts as an interface for 
higher operatives to localized tasks- the team on location mediates knowledge of the situation to 
commanders and communications center personnel (Hutchins, 1995). The upper command act so as 
to make sure that actions on one location or level do not conflict with the overall activities and 
goals. Authority for action should however reside close to the action, while the higher levels deal 
with oversight functions and support (Dynes & Quarantelli, 1977).  In a sense, parts of a functional 
system function as daemons (Hutchins, 1995) e.g. SOS Alert operate as detectors for certain 
conditions which then activate a response sequence from the EM system as a whole. 

Defining levels of activity as in ECOM gives the opportunity to group activities with distinct 
characteristics in levels that have specific forms of interactions. This can make it possible to trace 
breakdowns or predict vulnerabilities, and to identify support requirements for the identified 
functions. The model also emphasizes the phenomenon of concurrent activities, and their coupling, 
which points to the interdependence between objectives/plans and activities. 

COCOM is a model that describes the behavioral effects of lost control. In combination with 
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ECOM, factors affecting control in the JCS as a whole are potentially available. 

The review of distributed teamwork under the constraints of crises indicates that the issue of 
decomposability and the choice of an appropriate empirical method demands consideration when 
studying how teams orient toward coordination. Examining team performance in relation to set goals 
has weaknesses in that performance may be good despite near misses. A researcher focusing only on 
performance may overlook communication and coordination breakdowns. Artman (1999) call this 
the task performance fallacy. According to Hollnagel and Woods (2005) the unit of analysis must be 
the subject and its context as a whole, based in studies of functions and activities. The intertwined 
behavior and strategies in coordinated processes are adaptations to constraints and goals in the work  
(Woods, 1993). They must be understood in the context of work. Woods articulates this as working 
to understand an environment's affordances to agents; the agents’ adaptations to the environment; 
and changes in linkages. This can then be used to model how behaviors and strategies are driven in 
practice. (Ibid.). 

Distributed cognition also lends support to this view. Its methods require detailed ethnographical 
descriptions of practices which may have evolved as a result of the affordances of an artifact and not 
necessary solely from an operative goal This is in order to find out the functions of work in relation 
to its purposes. This can be used to provide indications of potential vulnerabilities and needs that 
must be fulfilled to secure high reliability performance. 

2.6.1 Analyzing Cognition in Teams 

Following these lines of thought makes it necessary to find a vantage point from which it is possible 
to analyze the web of entwined actions in a meaningful way. This requires a balance between 
acknowledging the complex interactions, yet still not overwhelming the researcher in data, thereby 
obscuring results that have meaning. As Nemeth et al. (2004) put it, a researcher should find  

”ways that investigators can wedge into worlds of technical work and break apart adaptations to see 
the constraints, resources, demands, and affordances”.  

It is desirable that this be done in a rigorous manner, to find relevant, and not too much, data. In this 
thesis, the idea is to attempt to locate the foci, which can yield the most salient information. This 
will be attempted by applying ECOM, which is a general model, which needs to be interpreted with 
knowledge of the context and domain.  

Viewing the participating organizations as a JCS, ECOM describes different types of activities on 
different levels of control.  In cases where activities are distributed, control levels will reflect not 
only different activities, but also differences in constraints, e.g. location and environment; culture 
and training; different time available; artifacts; tasks and information requirements. This spans over 
coordination within the same organization as well as between different organizations. The potential 
for coordination or communication misses may lie at intersections between different control levels, 
where information is handed over. ECOM indicates types of exchanges will take place between 
control levels. In those cases control levels are handled by different roles, communication in some 
form is required. This indicates that studying communication may be a way to uncover information 
about the levels of activity in the emergency management JCS. 

ECOM provides a theoretically grounded perspective, which can be used to identify these 
intersections in a meaningful way. Relating different types of assessments connected to the tasks 
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associated with each level can also be useful in predicting the types of behavior on each level and 
possibly the expected results of breakdowns.  

Tracing the use of specific artifacts, and studying points of change, e.g. where a part of a task is 
handed over between practitioners, as openings where investigation into work practices can be 
rewarding (Nemeth et al., 2003; Nemeth et al., 2004; Woods, 2003). The focus on points of 
interaction between actors, technology and work practices and constraints is related to Simon's view 
of an artificial system (Simon 1969), where the interface between the inner and outer environments 
or between system components can be the source of information for a system description in terms of 
function and organization.  

Further support for the relevance of identifying and investigating points of change is found in 
Hutchins’ elaborations on transformations of information as taking place as representational states 
propagated through media (Hutchins, 1995, p. 373).   

The need for a contextual approach motivates a system approach in order to gain insight to the 
domain. The point of departure for the analysis will therefore be a view of coordination in EM as a 
joint cognitive system, with the purpose to locate intersections where valuable data about 
coordination can be identified. Hollnagel proposes modeling the JCS with regard to function rather 
than structure. ECOM gives an opportunity to model the interaction between concurrent loops of 
activities.  Investigation along these lines is intended to give indications of vulnerablilities and 
requirements in EM coordination activities. 
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3 Method 

Emergency management is a field with interactions and interfaces between a large number of 
elements and along several dimensions: intra-organizational; interorganizational; interjurisdictional; 
over time; across roles, artifacts; and social relationships. The complexity of the interacting efforts 
by personnel makes gaining an overview of work requirements difficult. An important step is 
therefore the identification of the critical points of interaction and important points of change. These 
can then be used as points of entry into the coordination processes in the field. The work on this 
thesis was initiated with a series of semi-structured interviews with practitioners in the field. This 
gave an orientation in work structures and methods in emergency management. Later, the following 
steps were applied to text records from a real-time role-playing exercise (RPE), ALFA-05 (Trnka & 
Jenvald, 2006): 

1) Sorting the communication exchanges to form a general image of the work performed  and to 
locate different points of change 

a. Exchanges from and to each participant and exchanges between dyads 

b. Extraction of episodes to follow a sequence of activities and to follow the processes 
involved in a chain of events 

2) The identification of recurrent phases of a response 

3) Interpreting the COCOM activity cycle and ECOM for the domain and applying the model to 
the activities in the response 

3.1 Data 

The data used in this study is from a role-playing exercise, ALFA-05, (Trnka & Jenvald, 2006; 
Trnka, J., Johansson, B. & Granlund, R., 2006), which took place at Linköping University in 
Linköping, Sweden, December 1, 2005. The study was designed as a collaborative challenge where 
participants act in their professional roles in response to an emergency scenario (see Appendix 7.1 
for details of participants’ missions). The original aim of the 2-hour exercise was to investigate 
command and control in regional EM, and to evaluate the RPE as a valid method to set up test 
scenarios for collaborative distributed tasks, as data collection during these types of events is 
difficult (ibid.). Only text message communication via a network of 20 computers was permitted, 
and this data was collected in order to examine 

• Information-seeking at different command posts 

• Data exchange between these command posts 

• Selection of data sources by particular commanders 

This data collection was complemented by filming the workstations; observation and after-action 
review, a series of structured discussions aimed to evaluate the method and complement the data 
collected. (Trnka & Jenvald, 2006).  

The scenario was designed to provide sufficient complexity in both command structures and in the 
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event itself. 

Image from ALFA

The RPE was set in a single room at Linköping University, where each participant was seated by a 
computer screen with an interface revealing email
participants had access to maps and could pose questions to the RPE staff either verbally or via 
email. Data was collected by computer logs and by filming each workstation. 

The participants received informat
initial alert to the emergency operators. This setup led to a gradual spread of information about the 
reported events and their development. Logging these exchanges gave information about the 
operators search for and spread information in and between organizations in the face of an event.

The major event, a forest fire in summertime, located on the border between two municipalities and 
two counties, was complicated by a series of sub

• Traffic disturbances on adjacent roads, and a traffic accident on a nearby highway

• Effects of smoke and threatening fire on a zoo in the area, with thousands of visitors

• Search for and rescue of a group of pre

• A fire-fighter with a potentially lethal allergic reaction 

• Pressure from media for information about the incident

• Problems with communication channels for support personnel coming from cooperating 
counties 

 The focus of data collection lay on how incident commanders and dispatch officers work with 
information search and communication, based on earlier mapping of the involved resources’ 
command structures. The participants were

• 2 112/911 emergency operators from neighboring counties
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Image from ALFA-05 in December, 2005 at Linköping University

The RPE was set in a single room at Linköping University, where each participant was seated by a 
computer screen with an interface revealing email communication from the other participants. The 
participants had access to maps and could pose questions to the RPE staff either verbally or via 
email. Data was collected by computer logs and by filming each workstation. 

The participants received information about the events via chains of email exchanges set on by an 
initial alert to the emergency operators. This setup led to a gradual spread of information about the 
reported events and their development. Logging these exchanges gave information about the 
operators search for and spread information in and between organizations in the face of an event.

The major event, a forest fire in summertime, located on the border between two municipalities and 
two counties, was complicated by a series of sub-events and additional incidents, e.g.:

Traffic disturbances on adjacent roads, and a traffic accident on a nearby highway

Effects of smoke and threatening fire on a zoo in the area, with thousands of visitors

Search for and rescue of a group of pre-schoolers on an excursion in the area

fighter with a potentially lethal allergic reaction  

Pressure from media for information about the incident 

Problems with communication channels for support personnel coming from cooperating 

ction lay on how incident commanders and dispatch officers work with 
information search and communication, based on earlier mapping of the involved resources’ 
command structures. The participants were 

2 112/911 emergency operators from neighboring counties 
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• 2 fire and rescue service on-site incident commanders (Räddningsledare, RL) from 
neighboring municipalities 

• 1 municipal fire and rescue service dispatch officer (Samband och ledning, SOL) 

• 1 county police on-site incident commander (Insatschef, IC) 

• 1 county police dispatch officer (Länskommunikationscentral, LKC) 

In addition, representatives from other command posts, e.g. a county medical team leader, and a 
county emergency officer were represented in the role-playing exercise (RPE) staff.. 

The nine members of the RPE staff had access the Internet, maps etc. as means to provide 
information about all resources. They had the task to launch incidents, play the role of response units 
and other participants, act as data sources, and to answer questions from the participants. 

3.2 Data Analysis 

For the purposes of this thesis, the recorded communication logs from the role-game were examined 
according to two complementary lines of inquiry. Following an exchange is in itself difficult due to 
the fragmentation due to parallel activities, yet simply extracting exchanges between two operators 
risks belying the complexity of communications in a coordinated response, therefore effort was 
made to enhance the understanding of what was taking place, from several different perspectives. 

In initial readings of the communication logs, all exchanges from each individual operator were 
sorted (example in appendix 7.7). This provided an image of each operator’s communications and 
access to information at each point in time. In addition, exchanges between dyads were sorted 
(example in appendix 7.8). This provided an image of the specific functions, which certain roles 
provide to each other.  

The aim of analyzing the communication was not to define interactional qualities; rather, the focus 
lay on the behaviors the communication relates to. This was attempted by looking at the function of 
the interactions, and how an understanding of the situation evolves through exchanges of 
information, directives and feedback. With this aim in mind, frequency counts of types of speech 
acts would not be sufficient (Stroomer & van Oostendorp, 2003). Instead, the focus was on content 
and the behavior it appeared to be related to (ibid.). 
In the second phase of studying the communication logs, the unit of analysis was episodes.  
Topics that can be followed in an entire discourse or in parts of it are referred to as episodes in 
Linell & Korolija (1997). An episode is “ a unit of natural social interaction, manifest at a 
structurally intermediate, or a global level of conversation. In this study, the topic is what guides the 
delineation of an episode. However, no strict method of coding episodes (e.g. Topical Episode 
Analysis, Linell & Korolija 1997) has been used. Rather, coherence, which is related to what is said, 
how and when, has been used as boundary (Downing, 2000). In this part of the analysis, exchanges 
related to an episode were identified through by a judgment of whether a specific exchange was 
related to a certain event or not. The episodes themselves were specific chains of events, relating to 
a subevent in the overall response. 

In time critical work, time must naturally be seen as an important factor, and it was seen as 
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resourceful to partition the operation into certain time segments. The time segments of the response 
were identified according to recurrent phases mentioned by practitioners in interviews. 

The final step was to interpret ECOM for the domain. Hollnagel’s model of human action (2000) 
was interpreted with a view of the EM response as a JCS. In this way, certain activities in the 
response were decomposed as cognitive events according to Hollnagel’s model of human action. 
Characteristics of each phase as they occurred in the RPE were illustrated with excerpts, with a brief 
discussion of the vulnerabilities each phase affords. 

As the final part of the analysis, the levels of activity defined in ECOM were interpreted in a domain 
specific manner. This was an attempt to identify how interactions between levels of activity were 
handled.  

An analysis of a JCS demands a definition of the boundaries between internal components and 
between the system and its environment (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). According to Hollnagel 
(2002), drawing system boundaries demands attention to whether or not the potential system 
components are possible for the JCS to control, and whether or not they are important to system 
function. When analyzing ALFA-05, the entire group of participants is included in the JCS. 

The components in the cooperating EM organizations can be defined in several ways- according to   ● Organization- the interfaces will be aligned with organizational boundaries ● Function/role- the interfaces will be according to function, perhaps grouping similar roles in 
different organizations. 

The constraints each group works under differ, due to factors such as  ● Location;  ● Contact with other organizations;  ● Time perspective for assessments and action; ● Types of interfaces to the environment and other participants, both intra- and 
interorganizational. 

The control loops in ECOM provided a structure for identifying components according to function, 
by identifying control loops in concurrent activities.  

Working according to ECOM, decomposition was functional, according to levels of activities. 

. 
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4 Analysis- Making Sense of Intermunicipal Emergency 
Management 

The analysis aims at looking at the involved EM participants as one joint cognitive system, in this 
case a complex interaction between organizations trying to make sense of and gain control of a 
dynamic incident. There is in many cases no clear picture of how coordination between 
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municipalities and counties is to proceed. 

Timeline of events in the RPE 

The timeline represents important incidents in the upper half, while the lower half shows which 
responders are taking part in managing the incident. It is apparent that the EM organizations work 
reactively and proactively- a consequence of the larger incident is that the responders anticipate sub 
events. As these accumulate, they finally reach a critical mass, at which point higher command 
resources are called in. 

Viewing the development of the incidents in the role-game, it seems that as the complexity increases 
as more parallel events appear, the participants appear increasingly reactive in their response. 

This reflects a need to take cognitive issues into account and to pay attention to the way they can 
lead to e.g. different types of requirements for information presentation for different functions or 
during different phases of a response. 

The following sections elaborate on the observations made while attempting to understand the work 
done during the response in the RPE. 

4.1 Interlaced Tasks 

The communication between personnel is naturally affected by constraints of the event itself, as it is 
temporally unfolding, and due to the large number of parallel and interrelated tasks. The coinciding 
activities and the multitude of parallel threads in communications leads to the loss of information; 
many times personnel have to repeat questions, and explicitly demand response. Some important 
questions remained unanswered. Keeping track of communications and developments on different 
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levels of the incident consumes time and attention . 
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LKC E-län Time : 
11:47:07 

To : SOS E-län för kännedom har polisinsatschef M. Skoog beslutat att brytpunkte för 
polisens del är p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark.  

PIC M Skoog has decided that the FCP is at the parking lot by 
Kolmården zoo. 

   

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:47:23 

To : LKC E-län Kan du koll med SOL Norrköping att de är med på vår Brytpunkt. 

Can you check with SOL Norrköping that they agree on our FCP? 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:47:48 

To : Insatschef E-län har du kommit i kontakt med räddningsledaren? är brytpunkten för 
sdamtliga i insatsen? 

Are you in touch with the IC? Does the FCP count for everbody who 
is involved in the response? 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:48:11 

To : LKC E-län Vet inte ännu men jag skall precis prata med honom omdetta 

I don’t know, I’m going to get in touch with him about this matter 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:48:26 

To : SOL Nkpng är p.platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark ok som brytpunkt undrar insatschef 
M. Soog? 

Is the parking lot by the zoo ok as an FCP, M Skoog asks? 

   

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:48:29 

To : SOS E-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385 Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

From 25130, FCP is 65059, 15385. Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units 

   

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:48:47 

To : RL Nkpng Kan vi ta ut en gemensam brytpunkt på parkeringen vid Kolmårdens 
Djurpark 

Can we agree upon a shared FCP on the parking lot 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:49:11 

To : LKC E-län Jag har pratat med Räddningsledaren och inväntar svar. 

I’ve spoken to IC and am waiting for an answer 

   

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:49:49 

To : Insatschef E-län OK om vi får plats. Kan bli problem om vi måste utrymma parken och få 
iväg alla fordon. 

OK if there’s enough space. Can be a problem if we have to evacuate 
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the zoo and move all vehicles. 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:50:44 

To : RL Nkpng Uppfattat men jag kan se till att försöka få undan lite fordon i den Norra 
delan av parkeringen, ger du till dina tillkommande resurser att de skall 
stanna där 

Ok, but I can move some vehicles from the north part of the parking 
lot, so tell arriving vehicles that they should stop there. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:52:11 

To : Insatschef E-län OK. Vi kör på det. 

OK, we’ll act on that. 

   

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:51:22 

To : LKC E-län Jag behöver ytterligare resurser för att utrymma delar av parkeringen då vi 
skall ha BP där 

I need further resources in order to evacuate some of the parking lot, 
since we are going to have FCP there 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:50:24 

To : SOL Nkpng för kännedom har polisinsatschef M. Skoog beslutat att brytpunkte för 
polisens del är p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark.  

PIC M. Skoog has decided that the police FCP is at the parking lot by 
the zoo 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:50:28 

To : RL Nkpng för kännedom har polisinsatschef M. Skoog beslutat att brytpunkte för 
polisens del är p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark.  

PIC M. Skoog has decided that the police FCP is at the parking lot by 
the zoo 

   

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:52:13 

To : Rtj 25xxx Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

From 25130, FCP is 65059, 15385. Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:52:45 

To : Rtj 25xxx Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

From 25130, FCP is 65059, 15385. Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units 

   

RL Nkpng Time : To : SOS E-län Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 
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11:52:47 New FCP, north part of the parking lot 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:52:51 

To : LKC E-län är p.platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark ok som brytpunkt undrar insatschef 
M. Soog? Brytpunkt är meddelad -vsk 65059, 15385 

Is the parking lot by the zoo ok as an FCP, M Skoog asks? FCP is 
6509, 15385 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:53:00 

To : SOS D-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

From 25130, FCP is 65059, 15385. Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units 

SOS D-län Time : 
11:54:19 

To : SOS E-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter Jag tror du skickade fel nu, jag 
har ej larmat ut något, behöver ni hjälp? med vad isådana fall? 

From 25130, FCP is 65059, 15385. Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units. I believe you delivered this message wrongly, I 
have not alerted any units, do you need help? In that case, with what? 

   

In this scene, SOS misses the act of passing on RL’s position of FCP, and passes on outdated 
information. Details, which may be minor to SOS at one point in time, have the consequence that a 
large number of exchanges regarding monitoring activities take place about an important issue. 

The entwinement of activities also follows priorities, as coinciding tasks compete for operators’ 
attention, as in the following extract, where LKC is negotiating the distribution of patrol units, and  
an SOS operator has to wait for some time before receiving an answer to whether forces from 
neighboring fire departments be requested or delayed due to overload as in the following example 
from ALFA-05. 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:25:53 

To : SOL Nkpng ska vi larma in åby och kvarsebo 

Should we alert Åby and Kvarsebo 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:26:00 

To : SOS E-län 5950 är påväg. vi skickar även 5954. 

5950 is on its way. We are also sending 5954. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:26:14 

To : SOS E-län Ja det är nog bra. Jag har inte fått någon information från er. 
Meddelandena har varit blanka. 

That’s probably good. I haven’t received any information from you. 
The messages have been blank. 
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SOS E-län Time : 
11:26:20 

To : SOL Nkpng 65065-15385 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:26:40 

To : Insatschef E-län 5954 vi har en skogsbrand vid orrberg. jag vill att ni åker dit också. 5924 
får åka in till norrköping. du har 5950 påväg till orrberg. 

5954 we have a forest fire by Orrberg. I want you to go there too. 
5924 will have to go to Norrköping.  5950 is on his way to orrberg. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:27:08 

To : Övrigt Till spelledningen. Vad har hänt???? Jag vet inget mer än att jag fått en 
fråga om ambulans 

To the RPE staff. What has happened???? I don’t know anything 
more than than I’ve recived a question about an ambulance. 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:27:21 

To : LKC E-län Det är uppfattat vi är på väg äe det i kolmården som du trodde 

Understood we are on our way  is it in Kolmården like you thought? 

Rtj 25xxx Time : 
11:27:22 

To : SOL Nkpng Upprepa, vilken var felskrivningen? 2511 vad? 

Repeat what was the writing error? 2511 what? 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:27:22 

To : Patruller E-län 5924 åk till norrköping. vi har en skogsbrand vid orrberg, 5954 och 5950 
är påväg dit.ni är enda patrullen i norrköping. 

5924 drive to norrköping. We have a forest fire at Orrberg, 5954 and 
5950 are on their way. You are the only patrol in norrköping. 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:27:37 

To : Insatschef E-län Återkommer 

I’ll get back to you. 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:27:46 

To : SOS E-län är det orrberg vid kolmården? 

Is that orrberg in Kolmården? 

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:28:04 

To : LKC E-län 5924 kvitterar 

receipt from 5924 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:28:17 

To : RL Nkpng är det orrberg vid kolmården? 

Is that orrberg in Kolmården? 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:28:33 

To : Rtj 25xxx brand rökutveckling kordinat 65065-15385 

fire and smoke coordinates 65065-15385 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:28:34 

To : Patruller E-län tack till 5924. om det blir något större får vi ta bilar från linköping. 

Thanks to 5924. If it escalates we will have to bring in vehicles from 
Linköping. 
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SOS E-län Time : 
11:28:52 

To : RL Nkpng är det klart att det har inträffat en brand på orrberget  

Is it clear that a fire has occured on orrberget. 

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:28:59 

To : LKC E-län 5924 ok 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:29:33 

To : SOS E-län Jag vet inte. Har inte fått någon information om något larm eller adress 

I don’t know. Have no information about an alert or adress 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:29:45 

To : Patruller E-län 5950 jag har inte fått bekräftat av sos men styr mot kolmården sväng av 
mot gruvstugan fortsätt in på den vägen så kommer ni fram till orrberg. 

5950 I have not received any confirmation from SOS but drive 
towards Kolmården, turn off towards gruvstugan continue on that 
road and you will arrive at orrberg. 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:30:02 

To : Insatschef E-län tala om när ni är på plats. 

Tell me when you have arrived. 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:30:09 

To : Rtj 25xxx Ny plats - kontrollera om det är samma som avser Orrberget 

New location- check if its the same as orrberget. 

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:30:17 

To : LKC E-län 5950 ok, ingen ytterligare information om branden? 

5950 ok, no new information about the fire? 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:30:28 

To : Insatschef E-län har inte fått bekräftat av sos ännu om det är kolmården, men tills vidare 
kör vi på detta. 

I have no confirmation that it is kolmården, but we will act on this so 
long. 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:30:32 

To : RL Nkpng det brinner på orrberget i skogen 65065-15385 stort larm stn 100,110,190 
är draget 

there’s a fire on orrberget in the forest 65065-15385 big alert stations 
100,110,190 are alerted 

Rtj 25xxx Time : 
11:30:39 

To : SOL Nkpng Orrbergen såvitt jag kan se, kartan täcker ej området så långt österut men 
det förefaller vara detsamma. 

Orrbergen as far as I can see, the map doesn’t reach that far east but 
it appears to be the same. 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:30:43 

To : LKC E-län Ja är det  klart med att det är det Orrbergen strax norr om Djurparken 

Yes it’s clear that it is Orrbergen north of the zoo. 

SOL Nkpng Time : To : SOS E-län Det binne vid valborgsmässo berget rt0636 - kvitteras är det samma som 
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11:30:43 tidigare larm? 

There’s a fire by Valmässoberget rt0636- receipt is this the sama as 
previous alerts? 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:31:26 

To : Patruller E-län 5950 bara att det rör sig om en skogsbrand. 5954 med insatschef M 
Skoog är på väg till platsen. meddela när ni är på plats. 

5950 only that there’s a forest fire. 5954 with PIC M Skoog on the 
way ro rhe location. Tell us when you are there. 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:31:36 

To : Insatschef E-län tack. 

Thank you. 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:31:45 

To : Patruller E-län 5950 vilken väg åker ni 

5950 which way are you going? 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:31:49 

To : RL Nkpng 25120 befinner sig på e22 mellan söderköping och västervik, olycka 
farligt gods. Har ej kännedom om Orrberget OK Avbryt övning - återgå 
till stn 

25120 is on E22 between Söderköping and Västervil, accident 
hazardous load. No knowledge about orrberget. OK end exercise 
return to station. 

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:31:50 

To : LKC E-län 5950 ok, beräknar att komma fram om ca 10 minuter 

5950 ok, expect to arrive in about 10 minutes. 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:31:52 

To : Patruller E-län det är orrberg vid kolmården detta är nu bekråftat 5950.  

It is orrberet by Kolmården this is now confirmed 5950. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:32:05 

To : SOS E-län Uppfattat slut 25130 

Confirmed over 25130 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:32:06 

To : Insatschef E-län 5954 behövs det mera resurser? 

5954 are more resources needed? 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:32:14 

To : SOS E-län OK - är kvitterat 

OK- confirmed. 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:32:15 

To : SOL Nkpng ja det är samma,vill du att vi larmar ngt mer? 

Yes it’s the same, do you want us to alert any more? 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:32:15 

To : Patruller E-län 5950 tack 
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5950 thanks. 

Insatschef E-län Time 
: 11:32:34 

To : LKC E-län Vi avvakttar vi vet ännu inte omfattningen, men förbered YB Linköping 

We’ll wait since we don’t know the extent yet, but prepare YB in 
Linköping 

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:32:36 

To : LKC E-län 5950 åker den rekommenderade vägen  

5950 is taking the recommended route 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:32:36 

To : SOS E-län hur omfattande är skogsbranden? 

What is the extent of the forest fire? 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:32:46 

To : SOS E-län ska vi larma kvarsebo? Svar nej 

Should we alert Kvarsebo? Reply negative. 

Extract 1 

In the scenario, a number of smaller episodes take place. These are embedded and entwined with the 
overall response. They follow the general pattern of response outlined below. The episodes 
themselves are subcomponents to the larger event that the EM system is responding to. This is 
exemplified in the analyzed episodes, where sub-events such as the lost day-care center are handled 
according to a response pattern that is repeated throughout the incident as a whole. This pattern is 
elaborated in the following section. 

4.2 Time in the Build-up of the JCS: The Stages of an Incident  

The concept of a joint cognitive system can be seen as a metaphor for how interacting agents and 
artifacts coordinate their functions to a collected activity. Hollnagel lays emphasis on the temporal 
aspects of interactions in systems (Hollnagel, 1991). In the analyzed role-game, the EM JCS is not a 
constant organization, with control levels and functions lying in wait until a situation calls for them. 
Rather, it evolves as a response to events in the environment. Examples can be seen in the way that 
the same functions may reside with different roles during the scenario in ALFA-05. 

The JCS under scrutiny is therefore not an entity which has a given shape and function, rather it 
takes form as adaptations to the unfolding situation, according to constraints set by the 
organizational, social and technological structures and the operational missions of the participants. 

In the participating emergency management organizations, everyday functioning and emergency 
response work according to different organizational structures. Each organization has explicit 
statements of mission governed by law (Appendix 7.5). Once an incident fulfilling certain 
predefined parameters is detected, operative command structures are activated. In operative 
situations, initially, each organization has units that perform their formally predefined functions; 
these are put into action when certain criteria are met, according to practiced routines and decision 
processes.  

In normal operations and initial stages of large operations, predefined structures and mission 
statements provide the goals and objectives necessary for initial response.  Thus, control activities 
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such as monitoring and targeting may be covered by a set of constant organizational goals (see 
Appendix 7.5). Once a dynamic situation which exceeds the capacity of a first responder team is 
identified, normative and strategic command may be called in by participants or automatically 
according to protocol, and established in command centers on and off scene.  

The exact constellation of an entire group of actors in an operation is unknown ahead of time, even 
if smaller units may be relatively constant and the deployment of units is standardized according to 
certain parameters in normal response situations.  The dynamic nature and unpredictability of 
emergencies and crises adds to the difficulty of exactly setting up a functioning response group 
before an event has occurred. Thus, the participating organizations can be seen as largely 
reconfigurable units, which are successively added in to a larger coordinated response when the 
situation calls for it.  

Both in accounts from professionals and in the response guidelines for the police and fire and rescue 
services there are phases of an operation that are recurrent. The phases are a form of sequencing of 
activities, providing a recognizable process where certain actions delineate the change from one 
phase to another. 

The point where one stage succeeds the next indicates points of change. As transition between stages 
occurs, functions are allocated/relocated and successively moved depending on the need for 
extended or subdued response. These stages in an event are shaped by constraints that are specific to 
the phase in question. This indicates that each stage may have identifiable requirements for 
communication and coordination.  

Detection/Alert. Looking at the initial phase where an alert is received and oriented to, certain 
information is temporarily used as stable platforms from which to launch a trajectory of events. This 
is done on a basis of scant information, which is later prone to reassessment and updating.  

SOS initially takes on functions that are later taken over by respective organizations. SOS receives 
all incoming emergency phone calls to 112; sets priority, in certain cases rapidly delegating a 
primary response by deploying fire and rescue service forces, ambulances or relaying to the police. 

FROM TO MESSAGE 

Övrigt Time : 11:09:47 To : SOS E-län jag heter karl karlsson och befinner mig vid Orrbeget. jag ser 
brandrök och det verkar komma från Kalvkärret 

My name is Karl karlsson and I am at Orrberget. I can see 
smoke and it appears to be coming from Kalvkärret. 

SOS E-län Time : 11:10:42 To : Övrigt i vilket län är du 

In which county are you? 

   

Övrigt Time : 11:11:25 To : SOS E-län östergötland 

SOS E-län Time : 11:11:37 To : Övrigt i vilken kommun 
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In which municipality? 

   

Övrigt Time : 11:12:20 To : SOS E-län vet inte inte, tror norrköping  

I don’t know, I think Norrköping 

SOS E-län Time : 11:12:36 To : SOL Nkpng har fått in larm på 112 brand orrberget vet du var det är sos 

I have an alert from 112 fire orrberget do you know where it is 
sos 

SOS E-län Time : 11:12:51 To : Övrigt har du ngn mer ino om var du är 

do you have any info about your location? 

   

SOS E-län Time : 11:13:17 To : Övrigt orrkärret kart register tack 

orrkärret map register please 

Övrigt Time : 11:13:18 To : SOS E-län nej, tyvärr kan inte så mycket området 

sorry, I don’t know the area that well 

   

SOS E-län Time : 11:13:59 To : LKC E-län vet nu var orrberg är  

now I know where Orrberg is 

SOS E-län Time : 11:14:33 To : Övrigt har i vanliga fall kart register 

ususlly I work with a map register 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:14:44 To : SOS E-län Vet ej - har igen bil 112 

Don’t know, I have no vehicle 112 

  

   

SOS E-län Time : 11:15:05 To : Information A kartregister tack omgående 

map register now please 

Övrigt Time : 11:15:38 To : SOS E-län ok, här kommer det - 65065-15385 

ok here it comes- 65065-15385 
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LKC E-län Time : 11:15:44 To : SOS E-län vad har hänt vid orrberg? 

What has happened at orrberg? 

   

SOS E-län Time : 11:17:13 To : SOL Nkpng stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand 

stations 100,110,190 large alert orrberget fire 

Excerpt 2 

 This is possible in part due to the prescribed way to judge a caller's information, and standardized 
response patterns. For example, a reported fire in a certain type of environment always requires a 
response involving three vehicles, including one IC, who is unit chief (enhetschef) in basic response, 
but  a higher commander in complex incidents. 

At this stage, location and the type of incident is central, as is the initial alert and the receipt from 
responders to SOS that they have received the alert and are prepared to act.  

The detection/alert phase is repeated in sub-events that occur within the larger incident. An example 
is how Episode 4 is handled. 

On the Way. Responders on their way to an incident scene have access to a number of artifacts that 
later will be out of reach: maps and other documentation, listening in on other responders’ radio 
exchanges to name a few. This phase is strongly oriented to gaining a preliminary image of the 
severity and nature of the incident. On regulating and monitoring levels, initial stages of response 
are focused on getting vehicles and personnel on the move, and establishing a physical coordination 
point (brytpunkt, FCP) for vehicles. In ALFA-05, a considerable amount of exchanges regarding 
FCP take place (Appendix 7.6). The discussion takes place within organizations, and the personnel 
orient their questions regarding FCP to the IC (RL) and PIC (IC), who thereby can be seen as 
responsible for each respective organization’s on-scene coordination.  Once FCP is established, a 
cycle of action/(re)assessment proceeds. In episode 4, the equivalent phase is the period between 
detection and action, where responders are oriented towards informing themselves about the event, 
yet they are waiting to respond due to the set priorities. 

Arrival on scene. Once the personnel are on the on scene, the response goes into a new phase, 
where command and communication centers have source of information about the incident from a 
professional on location.  Responders arrive on the scene and report to central communication 
centers, demand reinforcements etc. In the case of larger incidents, the allocation of additional 
forces is often based on assessments by the responders who arrive on the scene first, or that a more 
detailed picture has grown due to a large number of callers.  

Immediate Action. Immediate actions are taken by patrol forces to protect lives and property. On 
scene command survey the incident and set the initial course of events. 

On-scene command center. Each organization has guidelines that emphasize the establishment of 
an on-scene command center where operative command representatives from participating 
organizations can meet face to face. These points of contact, which can be seen as interfaces 
between organizations, are e.g. brytpunkt (FCP), a physical meeting place for resources and 
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vehicles; and the on scene command center. The fire and rescue services are responsible for their 
establishment. Once these are present a structure providing affordances for vertical and horizontal 
communication is in place:  inter-organizational communication is facilitated as personnel and 
commanders can meet face to face, and personnel on the scene of the incident can provide a first 
hand view from the perspective of each respective organization.  

Cycles of reassessment. During this phase, the response is in action, there are repeated cycles of 
reassessment where responders update each other, reevaluate activities and priorities, and integrate 
new events into the overall response. This could be exemplified by a demand for support from upper 
command. The personnel use coordination mechanisms that can be seen in procedures used in the 
continuous reassessment cycles. One practice is that of giving a receipt for a message 

SOS E-län Time : 11:20:08 To : SOL Nkpng Det binne vid valborgsmässo berget rt0636 

There’s a fire at valmässoberget rt0636 

SOS E-län Time : 11:20:41 To : SOL Nkpng har ni fått larmet 

Have you received the alert? 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:20:43 To : Rtj 25xxx stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand 

stations 11,110,190 large alert orrberget fire 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:21:24 To : SOS E-län stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand –kvitteras 

stations 11,110,190 large alert orrberget fire - received 

Excerpt 3a 

LKC E-län Time : 11:19:20 To : Patruller E-län 5920 åk mot orrberg där har vi en brand. vet inget mera 
för tillfället. återkommer. 

5920 drive towards orrberg there’s a fire. Have no 
more information. I’ll get back to you. 

Patruller E-län Time : 11:20:40 To : LKC E-län 5920 sköter trafikdirigering vid en farligt godsolycka, ska 
vi lämna detta? 

5920 we are directing traffic at the site of a hazardous 
load traffic accident, should we leave this? 

LKC E-län Time : 11:21:07 To : Patruller E-län miss av mig. 5950 får åka till orrberg. 

My mistake. 5950 will have to drive to orrberg. 

Patruller E-län Time : 11:21:33 To : LKC E-län 5950 kvitterar larmet 

5950 has received the alert. 

Excerpt 3b 

This can be seen as a type of buffer in the JCS. In the excerpt from the police a small reminder from 
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a patrol car lets LKC command another vehicle to the incident. 

Communications are seen to serve this type of buffer function also in the exchanges between 
LKC/IC and SOL/RL, where personnel exchange summaries of their situation assessments; 
reminders; and seek clarifications when they detect misunderstandings. 

In the same way, actors with interfacing activities function as filters. Cognition in a JCS can be seen 
in the distributed cognition sense as information moves bottom-up from the tracking level personnel 
who actuate and function as sensors, moving feedback from the scene  to strategic actors who update 
plans. The intermediate levels convert plans into actions as the top-down movement of information 
proceeds. These cycles require transformations of on-scene information into a form appropriate for 
mediation and for the higher control levels, and vice-versa. Thereby it becomes apparent that a 
central, high-level representation or understanding of the situation will reside at the targeting and 
monitoring levels, due to these patterns of interactions, and not necessarily due to a global plan 
(Hutchins 1995). 

In the police exchanges, the IC’s name is mentioned several times, indication that knowledge about 
which individual is in which function has some importance. This and other practices, such as those 
that are reflected in the buffering and filtering indicate intersubjective understanding, which in some 
sense requires knowledge of each other’s roles, as central to smooth communications. This type of 
intersubjective understanding, and well-known sequences and procedures are integrated in work 
practices and may be important to support as they lead to easier realignment in the case of a 
misunderstanding (Hutchins 1995). 

4.3 Observations from the Episodes 

In the analysis, a number of episodes were identified:  
1. Identification and localization of the reported fire 
2. Establishing a forward control point (brytpunkt) 
3. Search for the lost pre-schoolers 
4. Protection of a valuable collection of antique cars 
5. The hand-over of tasks from the fire and rescue services communications officer (SOL) to 

the OIC (RL). 
 

Table showing the episodes in relation to other events 
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Once the involved actors have perceived that an incident is reported, the organizations convert to an 
operational mode that is configured to meet the task at hand, and where the roles and command 
structures are different to normal daily work. 

Episode 1. This episode concerns the first alert calls to SOS 112, and follows the spread of 
information about the event to all the participating organizations. 

SOS E receives the first call, and it takes three minutes before they give a first indication about the 
caller to the fire and rescue services, an two additional minutes before they give a formal alert, 
which includes a classification of the event, and its location, to the fire and rescue services. The 
formal receipt (kvittering) does not arrive until after 10 minutes. This can be due to problems with 
the RPE, as in normal operations, a receipt is expected within three minutes of the alert. After 
roughly 13 minutes, both the fire and rescue service forces and the police patrols have received 
information about the general nature and location of the incident, plus specific commands about 
which vehicles are to be put in action. 

At this point, SOS receives a summary of the fire and rescue service’s planned response, and 
demands a similar account about police actions. SOS also wishes to know whether the fire and 
rescue service on-site incident commander (OIC) requires ambulances, or if forces from neighboring 
municipalities be requested. The episode ends at the point where the primary initiative about the 
response is taken over by the fire and rescue service OIC and the police PIC (Police Incident 
Commander). 

Certain patterns, which are in agreement with verbal accounts of work procedures from personnel, 
can be identified in this short episode.  

Episode 1 Episode 3 
Episode 2 

Episode 4 

Episode 
5 
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1) SOS receives the first indications of an incident, makes a primary assessment of the need for 
a response, and propagates information to the concerned participants. 

2) SOS directs the primary actions of the fire and rescue services, while similar action by the 
police is decided upon by LKC. 

3) The exchanges are focused on deciding a location of the fire. The location holds information 
about which type of response is required, e.g. if it is urban or rural. 

4) Once location and a primary response are on its way, the participants orient towards 
receiving reports from personnel on location and establishing physical meeting points. 

Episode 2. In the work towards establishing the first response, all participants, especially the on site 
incident commanders PIC and OIC, orient towards a physical meeting place, a forward control point 
(FCP) and face-to-face meetings. This is in part due to prescribed working methods, but also due to 
informal routines. Normally the fire and rescue service is responsible for establishing a FCP, which 
SOL also does rapidly 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:39:51 

To : SOS E-län Larma 25195 till brytpunkt vsk 65089 15385 ORRBERGET 

Alert 25195 to FCP 65089 15385 ORRBERGET 

However, this information remains within fire and rescue service, is also spread to the ambulances, 
but not to the police. The police thus establish a FCP (FCP2) of their own. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:43:29 

To : LKC E-län Uppfattat detta varkar bli stort, jag vill ha mer resurser och så länge jag inte 
fått någon brytpunkt tar vi en för vår polispersonal vid P-platsen Kolmårdens 
Djurpark 

Aknowledged this appears to be big, I want more resources and as long 
as I have no FCP I will establish one for the police at the parking lot by 
Kolmården zoo 

SOS is informed about this. At almost exactly the same time, as the police have a discussion 
between LKC/IC and they ask SOL if the parking area is ok, RL commands SOS to share the 
coordinates of FCP1 to all cooperating organizations and units 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:48:29 

To : SOS E-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385 Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

From 25130, FCP for th fire is 65059, 15385 Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units 

IC has a rapid exchange with RL where they agree on establishing FCP  at the place the police 
propose (FCP 2). IC only informs LKC, while RL informs SOS about the new location, but not 
SOL. At this point in time, SOL still assumes that FCP1 is the designated place. SOS still use FCP1 
as FCP to SOS D  

SOS E-län Time : 
11:53:00 

To : SOS D-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

From 25130, FCP for th fire is 65059, 15385 Inform alerted units and 
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cooperating units 

SOS D-län Time : 
11:54:19 

To : SOS E-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter Jag tror du skickade fel nu, jag 
har ej larmat ut något, behöver ni hjälp? med vad isådana fall? 

From 25130, FCP for th fire is 65059, 15385 Inform alerted units and 
cooperating units. I think you sent this message incorrectly, I have not 
alerted any units, do you need help? In that case, with what? 

It is only after 2 more minutes that SOS E responds by giving out the location of FCP2. This means 
that SOL gains this information after a long delay. RL does finally inform SOL directly, but the 
information from SOS E precedes this. The ambulances are also given the new location, however 
there is a certain delay as they are still in the process of reacting upon the first location. 

This episode shows a sequence that is central in the initial phase of a response: the establishment of 
a FCP. The effort expended to come to an agreement over the location shows reflects the importance 
of a physical point of reference and meeting place. Despite the fact that the establishment of a FCP 
is central and required according to protocol, there are a number of misunderstandings and delays in 
the process. This has the effect that a great deal of attention is spent on this task, at the same time as 
many other important issues still have not been solved. 

Episode 3. Upon suspicion that a pre-school class is in the fire area result in the initiation of a 
search, conducted by the police. This is a mission for the police, and the episode shows how a high 
priority activity starts a series of repositioning of personnel. 

Episode 4. In this episode, a caller reports having a valuable collection of vintage cars close to the 
fire. As the cars are seen as valuable, they are eventually set as a high priority, a factor that 
contributes to the need of support from the neighboring county.  

Episode 5.  As the number of coinciding incidents accumulates, SOL decides to focus on a large 
accident on a nearby highway, letting the OIC act as sole command over the fire. The OIC struggles 
to reach a situation understanding, but is apparently lacking a great deal of information, which up to 
now has resided with SOL, despite the way SOL and the OIC share and complement each other on 
monitoring the developing situation. This episode illustrated the role of the OIC and how a new 
function demands a different type of awareness, as the handover apparently upsets the OIC, who 
quickly expresses a need for the involvement of higher command. 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 12:09:11 

To : RL Nkpng Du övertar ledning som RL vid Skogsbranden ORRBERGET underställes alla enheter 
som är utlarmade. Tankbilen som havererat tar jag hand om tv 

You will take over leadership ac OIC at the forest fire ORRBERGET will be 
subject to all alerted units. I will take care of the crashed water tank vehicle. 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:09:30 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

Har ni mera räddningsenheter på väg och hur omfattande är branden. Undersöker just 
omfattningen 

Do you have more rescue units on the way and how large is the fire. Am 
investigating its extent. 

RL Nkpng Time To : Rtj 25xxx Till ssamtliga enheter. 25130 tar över RL återkommer om plats 
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: 12:10:40 To all units. 25130 is now OIC will be back to you about location. 

SOS E-län Time 
: 12:11:42 

To : RL Nkpng är vägen fri för ambulans som är på väg till nylund?25130 

Is the road free for an ambulance on its way to nylund? 25130 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 12:11:54 

To : RL Nkpng Jag kommer att gå ut i media och tala om för allmänheten vad som hänt och att de inte 
skall åka in i området 

I will speak to media and tell the public what has occured and that they shouldn’t 
approach the area. 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:12:44 

To : SOS E-län är vägen fri för ambulans som är på väg till nylund?25130 Ja enligt den information jag 
har. 

Is the road free for an ambulance on its way to nylund? 25130 Yes according to 
my information. 

SOS E-län Time 
: 12:12:59 

To : RL Nkpng du har ingen amb pp/en åker från stn 910 nu/vill du ha fler? 

You have no ambulance on location/one is leaving the station now/do you want 
more? 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:13:20 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

Jag kommer att gå ut i media och tala om för allmänheten vad som hänt och att de inte 
skall åka in i området. Bra beslut.  

I will speak to media and tell the public what has occured and that they shouldn’t 
approach the area. Good decision. 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 12:14:31 

To : RL Nkpng Tel från lokalradio från brandkåren. Kan vi få en lägesrapport och har ni några råd till 
människor med hotade fastigheter?  Räddningstjänsten är på plats med åtta enheter. 
Förstärkning är på väg. Räddningsledaren finns vid N parkeringen vid Djurparken. För 
närvarande har vi inga rapporter om hotade fastigheter.  

Tel from local radio from fire and rescue service. Kan we receive a situation 
report and do you have any advice to people with threatened property? The Fire 
and Rescue service is on location with 8 units. More are on the way. OIC is at N 
parking lot by the zoo. At this time we have no reports about threatened property. 

SOS E-län Time 
: 12:14:36 

To : RL Nkpng ngn info från platsen/har sökt TIB i E-län/skadade? 

Any info from the location/have searched for TIB i E-county/any casualties? 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 12:14:52 

To : RL Nkpng Tack och för kännedom så tar vi ut trafiken från p-platsen åt två håll dvs mot färajn och 
in mot Krokek. 

Thank you and for your information we are moving traffic from the parking lot in 
two directions that is towards the ferry and in to Krokek. 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:14:54 

To : SOS E-län du har ingen amb pp/en åker från stn 910 nu/vill du ha fler? Känner inte till något 
behov, men troligt att vi kan få så skicka dom till brytpunkt 

You have no ambulance on location/one is leaving the station now/do you want 
more? Do not know of any needs but likely so can you direct them towards FCP. 
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SOS E-län Time 
: 12:16:52 

To : RL Nkpng Jag heter Göran Göransson tel 070895678 och bor i Nylund. Ingen i familjen är hemma. 
Vi är på semester i Sälen. Jag blev uppringd av en bekant som har hört att det är en 
jättestor skogsbrand i trakten där jag bor. Jag har en stor samling veteranbilar i min 
lada. Veteranbilarna är oerhört värdefulla. Ladan står väldigt nära skogen. Kan ni 
skicka dit några brandbilar och rädda min bilsamling? 

My name is Göran Göransson tel 070895678 and I live in Nylund. Noone in the 
family is at home. We are on holiday in Sälen. An acquiatance called me about a 
large fire close to my home. I hav e a large collection of vintage cars in my barn. 
They are extremely valuable. The  barn is very close to the forest. Can you send 
some fire units to salvage my car collection? 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:17:04 

To : SOS E-län ngn info från platsen/har sökt TIB i E-län/skadade? Famlar i mörker. Har inte någon 
klar bild av hur omfattande branden är. Inga uppgifter om några skadade förutom att 
25911 frågat om framkomlighet till Nylund 

Any info from the location/have searched for TIB i E-county/any casualties? Am 
struggling in darkness. Have no clear image of how large the fire is. No details 
about any injuries except that 25911 has asked if the road to Nylund is clear. 

 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:17:21 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

Tack och för kännedom så tar vi ut trafiken från p-platsen åt två håll dvs mot färajn och 
in mot Krokek. Uppfattat 

Thank you and for your information we are moving traffic from the parking lot in 
two directions that is towards the ferry and in to Krokek. OK. 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 12:17:39 

To : RL Nkpng Länsstyrelsen i E-län har fått andrahandsuppgifter om en skogsbrand norr om 
Kålmårdens djurpark. Vi vill bli direkt informerade av ansvarig räddlingsledning, som 
vi antar är. Ja vi har en skogsbrand vid ORRBERGET Begränsningslinje är upprättad 
och för att säkerställa resurser vid en ev vidare utveckling har resurser från D-län och 
HKP begärts. Kan du ge en aktuell lägesrapport? 

The county council in E have recieved secon´d party informationa bout a forest 
fire north of Kolmården zoo. We want to be directly informed by the responsible 
incident commander. Yes we have a forest fire at ORRBERGET. A restriction line 
is set and in order to secure further resources in the case of more events resources 
from D-county and a helicopter have been called for. Can you give a situation 
report? 

SOS E-län Time 
: 12:18:16 

To : RL Nkpng Tackar 

Thanks. 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:18:59 

To : SOL 
Nkpng 

Kalla in stor stab. Det verkar som om det här är en omfattande brand. Kan du meddela 
Göran Göransson att vi ska se vad vi kan göra. Jag heter Göran Göransson tel 
070895678 och bor i Nylund. Ingen i familjen är hemma. Vi är på semester i Sälen. Jag 
blev uppringd av en bekant som har hört att det är en jättestor skogsbrand i trakten där 
jag bor. Jag har en stor samling veteranbilar i min lada. Veteranbilarna är oerhört 
värdefulla. Ladan står väldigt nära skogen. Kan ni skicka dit några brandbilar och rädda 
min bilsamling? 

Request extendec command. It appears to be a large fire. Can you inform Göran 
Göransson that we will see what we can do. My name is Göran Göransson tel 
070895678 and I live in Nylund. Noone in the family is at home. We are on holiday 
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in Sälen. An acquiatance called me about a large fire close to my home. I hav e a 
large collection of vintage cars in my barn. They are extremely valuable. The  barn 
is very close to the forest. Can you send some fire units to salvage my car 
collection? 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:19:31 

To : SOL 
Nkpng 

Länsstyrelsen i E-län har fått andrahandsuppgifter om en skogsbrand norr om 
Kålmårdens djurpark. Vi vill bli direkt informerade av ansvarig räddlingsledning, som 
vi antar är. Ja vi har en skogsbrand vid ORRBERGET Begränsningslinje är upprättad 
och för att säkerställa resurser vid en ev vidare utveckling har resurser från D-län och 
HKP begärts.  Kan du ge en aktuell lägesrapport? Nej. 

The county council in E have recieved secon´d party informationa bout a forest 
fire north of Kolmården zoo. We want to be directly informed by the responsible 
incident commander. Yes we have a forest fire at ORRBERGET. A restriction line 
is set and in order to secure further resources in the case of more events resources 
from D-county and a helicopter have been called for. Can you give a situation 
report? No. 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 12:20:38 

To : RL Nkpng Begärt upp brandflyget - de rapporter direkt till 25130 

Demanded fire airplane- they are reporting directly to 25130. 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:21:26 

To : SOL 
Nkpng 

Begärt upp brandflyget - de rapporter direkt till 25130. Tack. 

Demanded fire airplane- they are reporting directly to 25130. Thanks. 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 12:22:36 

To : RL Nkpng Hur skall vi göra med media på plats samt alla oroliga anhöriga som hör av sig, Vi har 
också fått in uppgift om att det finns värdefulla veteranbilar i Nylund 

What should we do with all the media on location and all the worried relatives on 
thier way. We have also received information about valuable vintage cars in 
Nylund. 

RL Nkpng Time 
: 12:22:45 

To : Rtj 25xxx Hur stor är branden? Vad gör ni? Vart är ni? Jag var uppe vid Svartkärr och det verkade 
rätt lugnt/kaotiskt 

How large i sthe fire? What are you doing? Where are you? I was at Svartkärr 
and it appeared rather calm. 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 12:23:00 

To : RL Nkpng Kalla in stor stab. Det verkar som om det här är en omfattande brand. Kan du meddela 
Göran Göransson att vi ska se vad vi kan göra. Jag heter Göran Göransson tel 
070895678 och bor i Nylund. Ingen i familjen är hemma. Vi är på semester i Sälen. Jag 
blev uppringd av en bekant som har hört att det är en jättestor skogsbrand i trakten där 
jag bor. Jag har en stor samling veteranbilar i min lada. Veteranbilarna är oerhört 
värdefulla. Ladan står väldigt nära skogen. Kan ni skicka dit några brandbilar och rädda 
min bilsamling? OK - stor stab beordras - Skydda NYLUND som prio objekt 

Request extendec command. It appears to be a large fire. Can you inform Göran 
Göransson that we will see what we can do. My name is Göran Göransson tel 
070895678 and I live in Nylund. Noone in the family is at home. We are on holiday 
in Sälen. An acquiatance called me about a large fire close to my home. I hav e a 
large collection of vintage cars in my barn. They are extremely valuable. The  barn 
is very close to the forest. Can you send some fire units to salvage my car 
collection? OK- extended command requested- protect NYLUND as a priority 
object. 
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Episode 5 

4.4 Cognition in the JCS 

As the metaphor goes, the selection of actions and the evaluation of events in the model of human 
action (Hollnagel, 2000) will be extended to the cover the JCS as a whole. In the following section, 
the issues raised in each stage of the perception/action cycle as described in Hollnagel’s COCOM 
(1993) are illustrated with examples and observations from the JCS in ALFA-05. 

4.4.1 External Event/ Feedback from the JCS 

Information about the event and feedback from actions is received from the environment or from 
within the JCS. Perception of the incident is received by individual operators and spread according 
to judgment of salience, practice, mission guidelines and relationships on a social level (Hutchins, 
1995). Here, the basic compact comes into play e.g. in the form of expectations of each other’s 
information requirements, as in the way operators identify salient information from SOS. At this 
point, opportunities for disturbances or delays can arise e.g.:  ● The first information about an incident may be ambiguous, fragmentary, and distributed 

among operators. In ALFA-05, SOS E and SOS D received indications from different 
callers. The callers had vague references to the location of the fire, and gave different names 
for the same location.  

Övrigt Time : 11:09:47 To : SOS E-län jag heter karl karlsson och befinner mig vid Orrbeget. jag ser 
brandrök och det verkar komma från Kalvkärret 

My name is Karl karlsson and I am at Orrberget. I can see smoke 
and it appears to be coming from Kalvkärret. 

SOS E-län Time : 11:10:42 To : Övrigt i vilket län är du 

In which county are you? 

Övrigt Time : 11:11:12 To : SOS D-län Jag ringer från Valborgsmässoberget och heter per persson tel 
0708656789 jag kan se att det brinner i skogen. vet ni var som hänt? 
kan jag få prata med någon från brandkåren? 

I am calling from Valmässoberget and my name is Per Persson tel 
0708656789 I can see a forest fire. Do you know what has 
happened? May I speak to someone from the fire department? 

Övrigt Time : 11:11:25 To : SOS E-län östergötland 

SOS E-län Time : 11:11:37 To : Övrigt i vilken kommun 

in which municipality? 

SOS D-län Time : 11:12:04 To : Övrigt Var ligger valborsmässoberget, i någon stad eller var? 

Where is Valmässoberget, in some town or what? 

Övrigt Time : 11:12:20 To : SOS E-län vet inte inte, tror norrköping  
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Don’t know, I think Norrköping 

SOS E-län Time : 11:12:36 To : SOL Nkpng har fått in larm på 112 brand orrberget vet du var det är sos 

I have an alert on 112 fire orrberget do you know where it is sos 

SOS E-län Time : 11:12:51 To : Övrigt har du ngn mer ino om var du är 

do  you have any more information about where you are 

Övrigt Time : 11:12:57 To : SOS D-län ute vid kolmården. jag är inte från här jag kommer från stockholm 

by Kolmården zoo. I am not from here, I am from Stockholm 

SOS E-län Time : 11:13:17 To : Övrigt orrkärret kart register tack 

Orrkärret please map register 

Excerpt 4 ● The feedback cycle may be disturbed: communication from lower control levels may be lost 
or distorted. In ALFA-05 this is exemplified by the lack of shareable communication 
channels (from line 533) 

Objectives and goals set from strategic and normative command may be lost, or out of tune with the 
field situation (Johansson & Artman, 2000). 

The initial alert to 112 is gradually spread among the responders, as is seen in the following excerpt, 
which serves to illustrate the time during which a construct is formed or revised.  

4.4.2 Time for Evaluation 

In the dialogs, the time for evaluation is initially shared over a number of exchanges (initially 
between SOS operators) and those who can further assess the initial information.  

As operations often are time critical and the events dynamic, evaluations are often based on vague, 
incomplete or ambiguous information.. This is also due to the aging of information and the rate of 
change in dynamic events. The following extract covers the time for detection until the first 
assessments result in selection of a response. Information about the event is shared between the two 
neighboring municipalities, and to the police and the fire and rescue services. 

Övrigt Time : 
11:09:47 

To : SOS E-län jag heter karl karlsson och befinner mig vid Orrbeget. jag ser brandrök 
och det verkar komma från Kalvkärret 

My name is Karl karlsson and I am at Orrberget. I can see smoke 
and it appears to be coming from Kalvkärret. 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:10:42 

To : Övrigt i vilket län är du 

In which county are you? 
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Övrigt Time : 
11:11:25 

To : SOS E-län östergötland 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:11:37 

To : Övrigt i vilken kommun 

In which municipality 

   

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:12:36 

To : SOL Nkpng har fått in larm på 112 brand orrberget vet du var det är sos 

have received an alert 112 fire orrberget do you know where it is 
sos 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 11:14:44 

To : SOS E-län Vet ej - har igen bil 112 

Don’t know – have no car 112 

   

Övrigt Time : 
11:12:20 

To : SOS E-län vet inte inte, tror norrköping  

don’t know, I think Norrköping 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:12:51 

To : Övrigt har du ngn mer ino om var du är 

do you have any info about where you are 

Övrigt Time : 
11:13:18 

To : SOS E-län nej, tyvärr kan inte så mycket området 

no sorry I don’t know the area that well 

   

Övrigt Time : 
11:11:12 

To : SOS D-län Jag ringer från Valborgsmässoberget och heter per persson tel 
0708656789 jag kan se att det brinner i skogen. vet ni var som hänt? 
kan jag få prata med någon från brandkåren? 

I am calling from Valmässoberget and my name is Per Persson tel 
0708656789 I can see a forest fire. Do you know what has 
happened? May I speak to someone from the fire department? 

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:12:04 

To : Övrigt Var ligger valborsmässoberget, i någon stad eller var? 

Where is Valmässoberget, in some town or what? 

Övrigt Time : 
11:12:57 

To : SOS D-län ute vid kolmården. jag är inte från här jag kommer från stockholm 

by Kolmården zoo. I am not from here, I am from Stockholm 
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SOS D-län Time 
: 11:13:41 

To : Övrigt Du är den första som ringer om den branden, vet du närmare var berget 
ligger? 

You are the first person calling about the fire, do you know any 
more about where the mountain (berget) is? 

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:14:48 

To : Övrigt Jag har hittat berget nu på kartan, hur mycket brinner och är det bar 
skog? 

I have found the mountain now, how much is burning and is it just 
forest? 

Övrigt Time : 
11:15:03 

To : SOS D-län vid erikslund 

by Erikslund 

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:16:04 

To : Övrigt Det är vägen mot erikslund, men du är vid berget förstår jag, stämmer 
det? 

It’s the road towards Erikslund, but you are by the mountain, 
correct? 

Övrigt Time : 
11:16:29 

To : SOS D-län det verkar brinna mycket i skogen 

there’s a lot of fire in the woods 

Övrigt Time : 
11:16:50 

To : SOS D-län ja, det stämmer 

yes, that’s correct 

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:16:59 

To : Övrigt Jag informerar sosE det är på deras pmråde 

I’ll inform SOS E that it’s in their area 

Övrigt Time : 
11:17:21 

To : SOS D-län ok, tack. Hejdå 

ok, thanks, bye 

   

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:17:28 

To : SOS E-län Det binne vid valborgsmässo berget rt0636 

There’s a fire by valmässoberget rt0636 

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:13:17 

To : Övrigt orrkärret kart register tack 

orrkärret map register please 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:15:05 

To : Information A kartregister tack omgående 

mapregister please immediatly 
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Information A 
Time : 11:17:41 

To : SOS E-län Vilka koordinater söks? 

Which coordiantes? 

Övrigt Time : 
11:15:38 

To : SOS E-län ok, här kommer det - 65065-15385 

Ok here comes – 65065-15385 

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:13:59 

To : LKC E-län vet nu var orrberg är  

now I know where Orrberg is 

LKC E-län Time 
: 11:15:44 

To : SOS E-län vad har hänt vid orrberg? 

What has happened at orrberg? 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:18:28 

To : LKC E-län ok, här kommer det - 65065-15385 brand 

Ok here comes – 65065-15385 

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:17:13 

To : SOL Nkpng stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand 

stations 11,110,190 large alert orrberget fire 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:17:51 

To : SOL Nkpng brand rökutveckling kordinat 65065-15385 

fire and smoke coordinates 65065-15385 

   

LKC E-län Time 
: 11:19:20 

To : Patruller E-län 5920 åk mot orrberg där har vi en brand. vet inget mera för tillfället. 
återkommer. 

5920 drive towards orrberg there’s a fire. Have no more 
information. I’ll get back to you. 

Patruller E-län 
Time : 11:20:40 

To : LKC E-län 5920 åk mot orrberg där har vi en brand. vet inget mera för tillfället. 
återkommer. 

5920 drive towards orrberg there’s a fire. Have no more 
information. I’ll get back to you. 

LKC E-län Time 
: 11:21:07 

To : Patruller E-län 5920 sköter trafikdirigering vid en farligt godsolycka, ska vi lämna 
detta? 

5920 we are directing traffic at the site of a hazardous load traffic 
accident, should we leave this? 
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  miss av mig. 5950 får åka till orrberg. 

My mistake. 5950 will have to drive to orrberg. 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 11:19:31 

To : Rtj 25xxx 5950 kvitterar larmet 

5950 has received the alert. 

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:20:08 

To : SOL Nkpng Det binne vid valborgsmässo berget rt0636 

There’s a fire by Valmässoberget rt0636 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:20:41 

To : SOL Nkpng har ni fått larmet 

Have you received the alert? 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 11:30:43 

To : SOS E-län Det binne vid valborgsmässo berget rt0636 - kvitteras är det samma 
som tidigare larm? 

There’s a fire by Valmässoberget rt0636- receipt is this the sama as 
previous alerts? 

   

LKC E-län Time 
: 11:20:15 

To : Insatschef E-län för kännedom har vi en brand vid orrberg. har fått siffror från sos 
65065-15385. säger mig inget. 5920 påväg. vet inget om omfattningen. 

There’s a fire at Orrberg. Have coordinates 65065-15385. 5920 on 
the way. Do not know anything about the extent. 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:20:42 

To : LKC E-län uppfattat du hör av dig om det behövs 

OK. Contact me if necessary. 

   

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 11:20:43 

To : Rtj 25xxx stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand 

stations 100,110,190 large alert orrberget fire 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 11:21:24 

To : SOS E-län stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand –kvitteras 

stations 100,110,190 large alert orrberget fire - received 

   

Patruller E-län 
Time : 11:21:33 

To : LKC E-län 5950 kvitterar larmet 

5950 havs received the alert 
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LKC E-län Time 
: 11:21:43 

To : Insatschef E-län vi har 5920 på trafikolycka så 5950 åker på branden orrberg. 

We have 5920 on a traffic accident so 5950 is going to the fire 
Orrberg. 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:22:07 

To : LKC E-län 5950 det är uppfattat, du återkommer 

5950 that’s received, you call back. 

   

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:22:30 

To : LKC E-län Vet du exakt vart det här ligger 

Do you know exactly where this is? 

LKC E-län Time 
: 11:25:03 

To : Insatschef E-län jag har hittat något som heter orrbergen vid kolmården. vet ej om det är 
rätt. jag skall höra med sos. återkommer. Jag har meddelat 5924 att de 
var vara inställda på att stötta i norrköping. de är dock kvar i finspång 
för tillfället. 

I’ve found something called orrbergen by kolmården. Don’t know 
if it’s correct. I’ll get in touch. I have informed 5924 that they 
should be prepared to back up norrköping. They are still in 
Finspång right now. 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:26:09 

To : LKC E-län Uppfattat,  

Alright 

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:22:26 

To : RL Nkpng 25130 Har ni sökt mig?? 

25130 have you been looking for me? 

   

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:22:44 

To : SOL Nkpng ska vi larma kvarsebo? 

Should we alert Kvarsebo? 

   

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:22:47 

To : SOS E-län Det brann i skogen förstog du det? på berget alltså 

There’s a fire in the forest, did you get that? On the mountain that 
is 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:23:09 

To : SOS D-län ja vad har du larmat? 

Yes, what have you alerted? 
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SOS D-län Time 
: 11:23:29 

To : SOS E-län inget, behöver du hjälp med något 

nothing, do you need any help with anything? 

SOS E-län Time 
: 11:23:47 

To : SOS D-län jag återkommer 

I’ll get back to you 

SOS D-län Time 
: 11:24:08 

To : SOS E-län Välkommen 

Welcome 

   

Rtj 25xxx Time : 
11:22:58 

To : SOL Nkpng Det är uppfattat, vilka bilar vill ni ha ut? 

That’s clear, which vehicles do you want? 

SOL Nkpng 
Time : 11:23:27 

To : Rtj 25xxx stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget brand - 25102 25114,2511,25124 
25191  -ut 

stn 100,110.190 large alert orrberget fire - 25102 25114,2511,25124 
25191  -out 

Excerpt 5 

The extract from ALFA-05 shows how the time for evaluation is this distributed over a number of 
exchanges between SOS, communication centers and operative command. The questions from SOS 
give indications of the information they rely upon to make assessments. They make distinctions of 
location; event; between whether an event is in an urban/rural environment; if there are other things 
there than just forest; issues of jurisdiction. The evaluations in the excerpt reflect each responder’s 
function. 

4.4.3 Time for Selection 

In the scenario, evaluation and selection are initially taken on a foundation containing very little 
information of the specific incident. This is possible due to training, experience and expectations. It 
is in these phases that the risks for threat rigidity (Staw et al, 1981) may have a strong effect, in 
filtering and omissions of information, or other group-level effects as confirmation biases (Hutchins 
1995). 

Selection demands awareness of parallel activities, such as interwoven episodes that demand 
resources and attention. This has a more intense effect on monitoring and targeting level, while these 
at the same time generally have a wider time frame for choosing action. Time for selection may be 
constituted by dialogs or exchanges between individual participants, as they seek information or 
confirmation for plans. 

4.4.4 Time for Performance  

Time for performance may be spread across a number of activities. Each of these represents an 
action cycle in its own. A new goal may require relocation of forces, reassessments of the priorities 
of ongoing actions, etc. Here priorities also play a role, as in episode 4, where actions directed to 
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protect property are postponed as resources instead are directed to life-saving activities. 

Since the time for performance may be long, results and feedback are not immediately accessible. 

4.4.5 Time Available 

Time available is related to risks such as the damage to lives or property, which necessarily sets 
constraints for how much time can be spent on evaluation and selection. In addition the time 
available differs between control levels, as operators' assessments vary in time scope. 

4.4.6 An Example of an Action Cycle 

From the dialogs, it is apparent that activities take place in parallel, and that the above processes 
become fragmented by the activities taking place at the same time. 

The following extract, where the exchanges are grouped according to conversational games for 
enhanced readability, shows a sequence of activities, from the evaluation that more personnel are 
needed, across decisions that resources from the neighboring county be contacted, to the point in 
time where the forces are in place. 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:43:29 

To : LKC E-
län 

Uppfattat detta varkar bli stort, jag vill ha mer resurser och så länge jag inte fått någon 
brytpunkt tar vi en för vår polispersonal vid P-platsen Kolmårdens Djurpark 

Aknowledged this appears to be big, I want more resources and as long as I have 
no FCP I will establish one for the police at the parking lot by Kolmården zoo 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:44:40 

To : Patruller 
E-län 

5924 åk till p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark. 5954 behöver mer personal och för 
tillfället är p-platsen brytpunkten. hör av er när ni är framme. 

5924 go to the parking lot by Kolmården zoo. 5954 need more people and the 
parking lot is FCP. Contact me when you are there. 

Patruller E-län 
Time : 11:45:12 

To : LKC E-
län 

5924 ok 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:45:40 

To : Patruller 
E-län 

5914 vi behöver 5830 till norrköping omgående. omfattningen verkar stor och 5924 är 
också påväg till branden. 5830 blir enda bil i norrköping. 

5914 we need 5830 to norrköping immediatly, The fire seems large and 5924 is 
also on the way to the fire. 5830 is the only vehicle left in norrköping. 

Patruller E-län 
Time : 11:46:30 

To : LKC E-
län 

5914 ok skickar 5830 till Norrköping 

5914 ok sending 5830 to Norrköping 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:47:16 

To : Patruller 
E-län 

tack 5914. 

Thanks 5914 
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LKC E-län Time : 
11:51:21 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

har vi läget under kontroll på plats? 

Is the situation under control on location? 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:51:22 

To : LKC E-
län 

Jag behöver ytterligare resurser för att utrymma delar av parkeringen då vi skall ha 
FCP där 

I need more resourced in order to evacuate parts of the parking lot since we are 
going to have FCP there 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:51:52 

To : LKC E-
län 

Nej jag vet ännu inte omfattningen av branden men då det kan vara liv i fara måste vi 
ha mer folk 

No I don’t know how large the fire is but since there may be a risk for lives we 
need more people 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:52:18 

To : LKC D-
län 

hur ser läget ut för er del med personal? vi har en skogsbrand i närheten av 
kolmårdens djurpark. Vi skulle behöva en bil om det går att ordna? 

How is the situation on your part with personell? We have a forest fire close to 
Kolmården zoo. We need a vehicle if its possible? 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:52:30 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

jag hör med LKC södermasnland 

I’ll ask LKC Södermanland (D-county) 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 11:54:07 

To : LKC E-
län 

Uppfattat, När vi får resurser från Sörmland, kan de ta hand om trafikdirigering i 
Krokek 

Alright, when we get resources from Sörmland, can they take care of directing 
traffic in Krokek 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:54:19 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

ok 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:04:19 

To : LKC D-
län 

har ni någon personal som kan hjälpa oss vid en större skogsbrand vid kolmårdens 
djurpark? 

Do you have any personell that can help us with a large forest fire by Kolmården 
zoo? 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
12:06:57 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

då är det tomt för tillfället i norrköping. jag har fortfarande inte fått något svar från 
södermanland. 

Since norrköping is empty right now. I still have no reply from södermanland. 
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LKC E-län Time : 
12:07:25 

To : LKC D-
län 

kan vi få patrullen i katrineholm till norrköping. vi är tomt i norrköping för tillfället 
pga branden. 

Can we have the patrol unit from Katrineholm to Norrköping. We are empty in 
norrköping because of the fire. 

   

SOS D-län Time : 
12:07:27 

To : LKC D-
län 

Skogsbrand som vi hjälper till med norr om kolmårdens djurpark, Rätj näverkvarn + 
tankbil nykp åker 

Forest fire we are helping with to the north of kolmården. F&R näverkvarn + 
water tank vehicle nykp (Nyköping) are going 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:09:14 

To : LKC D-
län 

kan vi få någon hjälp? 

Can we have some help? 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
12:10:23 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

5914 meddelad. fortfarande inget svar från södermanland. 

5914 informed. Still no reply from södermanland. 

LKC D-län Time : 
12:13:08 

To : LKC E-
län 

vi har två bilar i Nyköping. ni kan ha dem. var är bryttpunkt? 

We have 2 cars in Nyköping. You can have them. Where is FCP? 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:14:05 

To : LKC D-
län 

då vill jag att de åker till brytpunkten vid kolmårdens djurpark. vilka är 
anropsnumren? 

Then I want them to FCP at kolmården zoo. What are their numbers? 

LKC D-län Time : 
12:14:25 

To : LKC E-
län 

t 3754 och 7 3934 på väg. på plats om 20-30 min 

t 3754 and 7 3934 on the way. There in 20-30 minutes. 

LKC D-län Time : 
12:14:33 

To : LKC E-
län 

Uppfattat 

alright 

   

LKC D-län Time : 
12:14:25 

To : LKC E-
län 

t 3754 och 7 3934 på väg. på plats om 20-30 min 

t 3754 and 7 3934 on the way. There in 20-30 minutes. 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:14:28 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

södermalnad meddelar att de skickar två bilar från nyköping. var vill du ha dem? 

Södermanland say they are sending 2 cars from nyköping. Where do you want 
them? 
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LKC D-län Time : 
12:15:31 

To : Patruller 
D-län 

7 3754 (nyköping stad) och 7 3934 (utanför nyköpin) beordnas till Kolmårdens 
djurpak. Bryttpunk Kolmårdens djurpark  

7 3754 (nyköping town) 7 3934 (outside nyköping) ordered to Kolmården zoo. 
FCP Kolmården zoo. 

Patruller D-län 
Time : 12:16:18 

To : LKC D-
län 

3754 och 3934 kvitterar och åker till Kolmården 

3754 and 3934 acknowledge and drive to Kolmården 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
12:15:38 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

ska de åka till brytpunkten. bilarna från södermanland. 

Should they drive to FCP. The cars from södermanland. 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:16:09 

To : Insatschef 
E-län 

t 3754 och 7 3934 på väg. på plats om 20-30 min detta är patrullerna från nyköping. 

t 3754 and 7 3934 on the way. There in 20-30 minutes. These are the patrol units 
from nyköping. 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
12:16:17 

To : LKC D-
län 

tack. 

Thanks. 

LKC D-län Time : 
12:16:38 

To : LKC E-
län 

Tack 

Thanks. 

   

LKC D-län Time : 
12:16:27 

To : LKC E-
län 

rapport: det var lite tyst här i eskilstuna.problem med kommunikation. nu allting OK 

report: it was quiet here in eskilstuna (D-county) problems with communication. 
Now everything OK. 

LKC D-län Time : 
12:16:38 

To : LKC E-
län 

Tack 

Thanks. 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:17:20 

To : LKC D-
län 

det låter bra jag blev lite orolig ett tag. 

That’s good. I was worried for a while. 

   

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 12:16:43 

To : LKC E-
län 

Bra jag vill att en av bilarna stannar vid Kvarnberget Stavsjö, den andra får komma 
häråt och se till att trfaiken flyter genom Krokek och ut på E4an. Vi didrigerar även 
mycket trfaik mot färjan 

Good I want one of the cars to stay at Kvarnberget Stavsjö, the other can come 
here and see that the traffic flows through krokek and out onto the E4. We are 
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even directing traffic towards the ferry. 

Insatschef E-län 
Time : 12:17:25 

To : LKC E-
län 

Nej den ena skall stanna på avsedd plats den andra mot Krokek  

No the other one should stay at its place the other to Krokek. 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:19:08 

To : LKC D-
län 

5954 vill att 3754 stannar vid kvarnberget stavsjö och att 3934 åker åker till platsen 
och att de då åker genom krokek för att se så trafiken flyter på bra från krokek och ut 
mot e4:an. 3934 skall sedan fram till brytpunkten. 

5954 wants 3754 to stay at kvarnberget stavsjö and that 3934 goes to the place 
and that they drive through krokek to see that traffic is flowing smoothly from 
krokek and towards the E4. 3934 should then move on to the FCP. 

   

LKC D-län Time : 
12:21:07 

To : Patruller 
D-län 

5954 vill att 3754 stannar vid kvarnberget stavsjö och att 3934 åker åker till platsen 
och att de då åker genom krokek för att se så trafiken flyter på bra från krokek och ut 
mot e4:an. 3934 skall sedan fram till brytpunkten. 

5954 wants 3754 to stay at kvarnberget stavsjö and that 3934 goes to the place 
and that they drive through krokek to see that traffic is flowing smoothly from 
krokek and towards the E4. 3934 should then move on to the FCP. 

Patruller D-län 
Time : 12:23:10 

To : LKC D-
län 

3754 kvitterar mot Stavsjö och 3934 kvitterar mot Kolmården via Krokek 

3754 acknowledges to Stavsjö and 3934 to Kolmården via Krokek. 

Patruller D-län 
Time : 12:34:00 

To : LKC D-
län 

3754 har ankommit stavsjö 

3754 are at Stavsjö. 

Patruller D-län 
Time : 12:38:58 

To : LKC D-
län 

3934 Har ankommit Krokek, trafiken är tät men flyter på. 

3934 have arrived at Krokek. Traffic is heavy but moving. 

Excerpt 6 
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4.5 Interpreting the Activities in Alignment with ECOM  

The levels of activity specified in ECOM require different types of control, posing different 
demands to attention, duration and input/input needs. 

 

Targeting Monitoring Regulating Tracking 

Type of 
control 
involved 

Goal setting 
(feedforward) 

Condition 
monitoring 
(feedback) 

Anticipatory 
(feedforward) + 
feedback 

Compensatory 
(feedback) 

Demands to 
attention 

High, concentrated Low, intermittent High (unfamiliar 
actions); Low 
(familiar actions) 

High (unfamiliar 
actions); Low (familiar 
actions) 

Frequency of 
occurrence 

Low (synthesizing, re-
targeting) 

Intermittent, but 
regular 

Medium to high 
(context dependent) 

Continuous 

Typical 
duration 

Long term minutes - duration 
of activity  

("long term") 

minutes - duration of 
activity  

("short term") 

1 second - minutes  

("instantaneous") 

Information 
needs 

Past + (present) + future Past + present Present + future Present 

Feedback up  information Situation 
assessment 

measurements 

Output down Goals/targets Plans/objectives Actions/target 
values: Orders for 
corrective actions 

 

(Table modified from Hollnagel 2002, to apply better to an EM JCS) 

The different control loops reflect certain types of assessments and activities, indicating that the 
roles involved in the same control loop operate under similar constraints. In the EM JCS, 
assessments on e.g. the monitoring level are performed in parallel by cooperating organizations. 
This can be seen in a comparison of the functions of the incident commanders from the Fire and 
rescue services (OIC) and the Police (PIC) in the role game scenario. For example, both ● Function as on-scene coordinator for their respective organizations ● Feed information about the incident to communication centers ● Transform objectives into instructions for practical action 

• Strive to make contact with representatives from participating organizations 
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4.5.1 Targeting 

In EM, targeting sets the overall goals for activities in the JCS, pertaining to long-term goals such as 
restoring order, and an oversight of coordination in seeing that lower level goals and operations do 
not collide or interact in a detrimental way.  This generates subgoals and directives to lower levels of 
activity. This requires a constant evaluation of activities in relation to the goal with respect to 
changes in the context.  

Targeting includes synthesizing information/feedback and general assessments with reference to 
present context, pre-event plans and mission statements. In normal operations, targeting objectives 
can be seen as present in the definition of each organization’s mission and in the allocation of roles 
and resources. It is also present in pre-event activities such as risk analyses and planning. When an 
incident exceeds a certain complexity or degree of novelty, these templates need to be 
complemented by human agents which can support sublevels in the need for a long term, 
synthesizing perspective. Maintaining a high-level perspective is related to the contextual control 
model level of strategic control. The frequency of assessments may be connected to factors such as 
experience, precedence, seriousness, risks, and consequences.  

Assessing changes relative to the long-term goal is founded on a wide situation perspective. This 
demands revising the criteria for adjacent loops, by receiving and synthesizing feedback from 
performed actions and constant updating of understanding to see if new developments have 
occurred, or whether hypothesis need adjusting or not. There are repeated examples of this occurring 
through cycles of updating and reassessments in the role-game scenario logs, throughout the 
different JCS constellations 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:51:21 To : Insatschef E-län 

har vi läget under kontroll på plats? 

Is the situation under control on location? 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:51:52 To : LKC E-län 

Nej jag vet ännu inte omfattningen av branden men då det 
kan vara liv i fara måste vi ha mer folk 

No I don’t know how large the fire is but since there 
may be a risk for lives we need more people 

Excerpt 7 

In the example LKC wishes to receive a general assessment of the scenario. IC replies that the 
situation is not well understood but that additional resources are necessary in order to avoid the 
threat of injury. This exemplifies the repeated cycles of updating and reassessment that take place. 
The high-level targeting goal of protecting lives sets the path for the chain of activities that follow.  

Cyclical reassessments lead to chains of events e.g. new plans/objectives such as new priorities for 
actions (monitoring level) and deployment or redistribution of personnel and vehicles (regulating 
level). An example is when the news of a lost pre-school class in the fire area surfaces, in episode. 
The incident leads to revision of criteria for the other loops, such as regulating, as vehicles must be 
redistributed and priorities changed. A high priority such as a group of children lost in an area close 
to a forest fire affects all levels of activities. 
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LST – kommun Time : 
12:06:33 

To : SOL Nkpng Länsstyrelsen i E-län har fått andrahandsuppgifter om en 
skogsbrand norr om Kålmårdens djurpark. Vi vill bli direkt 
informerade av ansvarig räddlingsledning, som vi antar är  

The county council in E have recieved secon´d party 
informationa bout a forest fire north of Kolmården zoo. 
We want to be directly informed by the responsible 
incident commander.  

SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:17:03 

To : LST - kommun Länsstyrelsen i E-län har fått andrahandsuppgifter om en 
skogsbrand norr om Kålmårdens djurpark. Vi vill bli direkt 
informerade av ansvarig räddlingsledning, som vi antar är. Ja vi 
har en skogsbrand vid ORRBERGET Begränsningslinje är 
upprättad och för att säkerställa resurser vid en ev vidare 
utveckling har resurser från D-län och HKP begärts) 

The county council in E have recieved secon´d party 
informationa bout a forest fire north of Kolmården zoo. We 
want to be directly informed by the responsible incident 
commander. Yes we have a forest fire at ORRBERGET. A 
restriction line is set and in order to secure further resources 
in the case of more events resources from D-county and a 
helicopter have been called for.  

SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:35:52 

To : LST - kommun Skogsbranden ORRBERGET - Ledningsplats är upprättad på 
parkeringen vid djurparken. 

Forest fire ORRBERGET- command center established on 
the parking lot by the zoo. 

LST – kommun Time : 
12:43:16 

To : SOL Nkpng Tack för info. Hör av er om vi ni vill ha hjälp från E-LST. Vi 
har kontaktat D-LST som är också är beredd att stötta er om ni 
begär det. Vi antar att ni kontaktar närliggande kommuner 
(Finspång, Oxelösund) som bör få info om läget. Om ni vill 
kan vi se till att krisberedskapsenheterna vid E-LST och D-
LST och berörda kommuner upprättar en gemensam temporär 
beredskapsgrupp för myndigheter som bör informeras om 
utvecklingen av skogsbranden och dess följdverkningar ifråga 
om trafikproblem mm (så att vi på myndighetssidan får en 
gemensam uppfattning om läget, och ni behöver bara informera 
en enda myndighetsinstans 

Thanks for the info. Get in touch if you want help from E-
lst. We have contacted D-LST who are prepared to support 
you if requested. We expect you will contact neighboring 
municipalities (Finspång, Oxelösund) who should be 
informed about the situation. If you wish we can see to it 
that the crisis units at  E-LST and D-LST and concerned 
municipalities establish a temporary shared group for 
authorities which should be informed about the 
developments of the fire and its consequences regarding 
traffic problems etc ( so that we on part of authorities get a 
shared image of the situation, and you only need to contact 
one party) 

Excerpt 8 
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4.5.2 Monitoring  

Monitoring concerns the state of the EM JCS in relation to the goal; how the JCS should be 
maneuvered with relation to the situation at hand. It involves setting objectives and choosing plans 
for action, considering the activities relative to the environment and developing incident, i.e. a 

higher-level goal than in regulating. This requires a constant awareness of the state of the operators 
and equipment, and the status and location of vehicles. Information for this is provided as feedback 
from the regulating level. This forms a basis for whether or not resources should be relocated. 
Monitoring events become traceable in the dialogs by information passed to the targeting level 
actors, and by plans/objectives communicated to those performing regulating activities. 

Examples: ● Activities which include making sure that sufficient resources are available to cover other 
areas of the jurisdiction ● Judging and setting priority for coinciding tasks.  

These decisions shape regulating activities and provide vital information for assessments on a 
targeting level. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
12:19:29 

To : LKC E-län Kan deu uppdatera mig om var alla bilar är nu (REGULATING) 

Can you update me on where all vehicles are now? 

LKC E-län Time : 
12:25:06 

To : Insatschef E-län vi har 5950 och 5924 vid djurparken. 5830 vid 
strandvägen. 5920 i norrköping. 5914 vid norsholm. vi har 
3754 vid stavsjö och 3934 på väg genom krokek till 
djurparken. 5854 är vid djurparken (TRACKING) 

We have 5950 and 5924 by the zoo. 5830 by the beach 
road. 5920 at stavsjö and 3934 on their way through 
krokek to the zoo. 5854 are by the zoo. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
12:27:30 

To : LKC E-län Tack för lägesrapporten, den stämde med min karta, vi 
måste ta in mer resurser till BP som kan hjälpa till med 
eftersöket av dagisbarnen ta fram 5920 (MONITORING)  

Thanks for the situation report, it was in accordance 
with my map, we need more resources to FCP to help 
with the search for the pre-school class get 5920 

Excerpt 9 

Regulating and tracking are more concerned with the positioning of the emergency management 
resources than with the state of the JCS relative to the operation and mission. 

4.5.3 Regulating  

Regulating activities are those that work toward short-term goals, and are partially a result from 
plans and objectives from the monitoring level. The regulating level gives input to tracking either by 
specifying actions as tracking sub-loops, or goals and criteria for the tracking level. In EM, the roles 
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of IC/ PIC involve handling the position of components relative to each other (tracking sub-loops), 
coordinating resources, vehicles, personnel and their allocation. 

In the logs, regulating activities are traceable by the situation assessments fed to personnel 
performing monitoring activities, and in the actions target values given to those that perform or give 
directives to those that act on the tracking level. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
12:05:49 

To : LKC E-län Ja gör det. 5854 kan söka i området med hund om de kan ta sig in 
från Nordost. Dvs från Orrbergen, men de skall vara försiktiga 

Yes do that. 5854 can search the area with a dog if they can 
ebter from north-east. That is from Orrbergen, but they should 
be careful. 

 

Insatschef E-län Time : 12:29:22 To : LKC E-län Se till att pojken stannar där han är så kan du beordra en av 
poliserna i 5924 att gå dit 

Make sure the boy stays there so you can order one of the police 
in 5924 to go there. 

 

LKC D-län Time : 12:14:25 To : LKC E-län t 3754 och 7 3934 på väg. på plats om 20-30 min 

t 3754 and 7 3934 are on the way. There in 20-30 minutes. 

LKC E-län Time : 12:14:28 To : Insatschef E-
län 

södermalnad meddelar att de skickar två bilar från nyköping. var vill 
du ha dem? 

Södermanland report that they are sending tow vwhicles from 
nyköping. Where do you want them? 

Excerpt 10 

LKC and SOL complement the IC/PIC in regulating, especially in cases where they mediate 
response from other jurisdictions. 

4.5.4 Tracking  

Activities at the level of tracking are steered by input in the form of goals/criteria from the 
regulating level, which prescribe actions, or targets and criteria for actions. The EM response is 
actuated on this level, in actions performed by police patrol, units, ambulance operators and fire 
fighters in order to minimize damages and perform rescues such as evacuation or restricting access, 
extinguishing fires etc. In high-risk dynamic environments the activities necessarily require 
attention, yet can largely be described as closed-loop control. 

In the dialogs, tracking events are traceable by the feedback/measurements reported to the personnel 
that perform regulating activities. 
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LKC E-län Time : 12:27:58 To : Insatschef E-
län 

pojken är vid parkeringen närmast ingången. 

The boy is at the parking closest to the entrance. 

 

Rtj 25xxx Time : 12:28:35 To : RL Nkpng Vi ser inte vad som händer där uppe eftersom vi arbetar på den södra 
fronten. Bilarna är väl redan begagnade? 

We can’t see what’s happening up there since we are working on 
the south front. The cars are used, aren’t they? 

Excerpt 11 

4.6 Interaction Between Levels 

The interactions between levels in the ECOM interpretation reflects how activities on one level are 
motivated by the activity on the level above and put into action by the activities on the level below. 
This is a functional dissection of performance in the JCS.  

A serious traffic accident may not require much monitoring effort from the targeting and monitoring 
levels, if the work required is possible to perform entirely in accordance with prescribed routines. 
Consequently, in normal operations, performance can be largely with focus on regulating, with less 
effort to keep track of the performance relative to higher-level goals. In contrast, novel events or 
those with a high complexity, will require more monitoring effort, as the number of interacting 
factors increases. This leads to a larger need for monitoring and targeting arises to see that sub-goals 
do not interact in a detrimental way. 

Interactions between ECOM-defined levels show performance in the entire JCS can be affected if 
one control level loses grip. For each JCS, effects of lost control are predictable in the sense that the 
interaction between loops is in a distinct form.  

Insatschef E-län Time : 11:48:47 To : RL Nkpng 

Kan vi ta ut en gemensam brytpunkt på parkeringen vid 
Kolmårdens Djurpark 

Can we set a mutual FCP on the parking lot by Kolmården 
zoo 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:49:49 To : Insatschef E-län 

OK om vi får plats. Kan bli problem om vi måste utrymma 
parken och få iväg alla fordon. 

OK if there’s space. Can be problem if we have to 
evacuate and move all the vehicles. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 11:50:44 To : RL Nkpng 

Uppfattat men jag kan se till att försöka få undan lite 
fordon i den Norra delan av parkeringen, ger du till dina 
tillkommande resurser att de skall stanna där 

Ok, but I can move some vehicles from the north part 
of the parking lot, so tell arriving vehicles that they 
should stop there. 
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RL Nkpng Time : 11:52:11 To : Insatschef E-län 

OK. Vi kör på det. 

OK, we’ll act on that. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 11:51:22 To : LKC E-län 

Jag behöver ytterligare resurser för att utrymma delar av 
parkeringen då vi skall ha FCP där 

I need more resourced in order to evacuate parts of the 
parking lot since we are going to have FCP there 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:52:47 To : SOS E-län 

Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

New FCP North part of the parking lot by the zoo 

SOS E-län Time : 11:55:04 To : SOL Nkpng 

Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

New FCP North part of the parking lot by the zoo 

SOS E-län Time : 11:55:07 To : Ambu E-län 

Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

New FCP North part of the parking lot by the zoo 

SOS E-län Time : 11:55:14 To : SOS D-län 

Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

New FCP North part of the parking lot by the zoo 

SOS E-län Time : 11:56:03 To : LKC E-län 

räddningstjänsten har ny brytpunkt norra delen av 
parkeringen vid djurparken 

Fire and rescue have a new FCP north part of the 
parking lot by the zoo 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:55:05 To : Insatschef E-län 

Vi lämnar en sambandsman 

We’ll send a cooperation officer 

Excerpt 12 

Examples: there is an exchange questioning the establishment of FCP at the parking lot due to the 
large number of cars parked there. This leads to a new monitoring goal: that the north part of the 
parking lot can be used. It does not affect higher-level goals but generates new objectives for the 
regulating activities to be translated into new actions/target values for tracking activities  

LKC E-län Time : 11:58:45 To : Insatschef E-län har en orolig förälder som ringt och säger att hennes barns 
dagis skall kunna vara i området för att titta på blommor. hon 
har inte kommit i kontakt med någon ansvarig på dagiset. 

Have a worried parent who called saying that her child’s 
day-care centre was supposed to be in the area looking  at 
flowers. She has been unable to reach anyone responsible at 
the preschool 
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Insatschef E-län Time : 12:00:36 To : RL Nkpng Vi har fått uppgift om att en dagisklass skall befinna sig i 
området för branden, ingen har fått kontakt med dem 

We have info about a preschool class in the area of the fire, 
noone has been able to reach them 

   

 

Insatschef E-län Time : 12:01:34 To : Patruller E-län har en orolig förälder som ringt och säger att hennes barns 
dagis skall kunna vara i området för att titta på blommor. hon 
har inte kommit i kontakt med någon ansvarig på dagiset. 

Have a worried parent who called saying that her child’s 
day-care centre was supposed to be in the area looking  at 
flowers. She has been unable to reach anyone responsible at 
the preschool 

RL Nkpng Time : 12:02:00 To : Insatschef E-län Vi har fått uppgift om att en dagisklass skall befinna sig i 
området för branden, ingen har fått kontakt med dem. Vilka 
resurser har ni för eftersök? 

We have info about a preschool class in the area of the fire, 
noone has been able to reach them. What are your 
resources for a search party? 

Insatschef E-län Time : 12:23:20 To : Patruller E-län 5954 Kom till FCP och sedan skall ni få en uppgift, dvs påbörja 
sök i skogen efter dagisklassen 

5954 come to FCP and you will get a task, namely to initiate 
search in the forest for the pre-school class 

Insatschef E-län Time : 12:27:30 To : LKC E-län Tack för lägesrapporten, den stämde med min karta, vi måste ta 
in mer resurser till FCP som kan hjälpa till med eftersöket av 
dagisbarnen ta fram 5920 

Thanks for the situation report, it was in accordance with 
my map, we need more resources to FCP to help with the 
search for the pre-school class get 5920 

Excerpt 13 

In the same way, the monitoring level is affected when information about the lost class appears. 

Viewing levels of activity in this way may be a method for tracing the effects of dependencies. 
Breakdowns may be slow and gradual or abrupt (Hollnagel, 2002). The interactions between levels 
mean that a local problem on one level can be balanced by information or action from another level. 
In the same sense, local problems can have global effects. 
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SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:09:11 

To : RL Nkpng Du övertar ledning som RL vid Skogsbranden ORRBERGET 
underställes alla enheter som är utlarmade. Tankbilen som havererat tar 
jag hand om tv 

You will take over leadership ac OIC at the forest fire 
ORRBERGET will be subject to all alerted units. I will take care of 
the crashed water tank vehicle. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:09:30 

To : Insatschef E-län Har ni mera räddningsenheter på väg och hur omfattande är branden. 
Undersöker just omfattningen 

Do you have more rescue units on the way and how large is the fire. 
Am investigating its extent. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:10:40 

To : Rtj 25xxx Till ssamtliga enheter. 25130 tar över RL återkommer om plats 

To all units. 25130 is now OIC will be back to you about location. 

SOS E-län Time : 
12:11:42 

To : RL Nkpng är vägen fri för ambulans som är på väg till nylund?25130 

Is the road free for an ambulance on its way to nylund? 25130 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
12:11:54 

To : RL Nkpng Jag kommer att gå ut i media och tala om för allmänheten vad som hänt 
och att de inte skall åka in i området 

I will speak to media and tell the public what has occured and that 
they shouldn’t approach the area. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:12:44 

To : SOS E-län är vägen fri för ambulans som är på väg till nylund?25130 Ja enligt den 
information jag har. 

Is the road free for an ambulance on its way to nylund? 25130 Yes 
according to my information. 

SOS E-län Time : 
12:12:59 

To : RL Nkpng du har ingen amb pp/en åker från stn 910 nu/vill du ha fler? 

You have no ambulance on location/one is leaving the station now/do 
you want more? 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:13:20 

To : Insatschef E-län Jag kommer att gå ut i media och tala om för allmänheten vad som hänt 
och att de inte skall åka in i området. Bra beslut.  

I will speak to media and tell the public what has occured and that 
they shouldn’t approach the area. Good decision. 

SOS E-län Time : 
12:14:36 

To : RL Nkpng ngn info från platsen/har sökt TIB i E-län/skadade? 

Any info from the location/have searched for TIB i E-county/any 
casualties? 

   

Insatschef E-län Time : To : RL Nkpng Tack och för kännedom så tar vi ut trafiken från p-platsen åt två håll dvs 
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12:14:52 mot färajn och in mot Krokek. 

Thank you and for your information we are moving traffic from the 
parking lot in two directions that is towards the ferry and in to 
Krokek. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:14:54 

To : SOS E-län du har ingen amb pp/en åker från stn 910 nu/vill du ha fler? Känner inte 
till något behov, men troligt att vi kan få så skicka dom till brytpunkt 

You have no ambulance on location/one is leaving the station now/do 
you want more? Do not know of any needs but likely so can you 
direct them towards FCP. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:17:04 

To : SOS E-län ngn info från platsen/har sökt TIB i E-län/skadade? Famlar i mörker. Har 
inte någon klar bild av hur omfattande branden är. Inga uppgifter om 
några skadade förutom att 25911 frågat om framkomlighet till Nylund 

Any info from the location/have searched for TIB i E-county/any 
casualties? Am struggling in darkness. Have no clear image of how 
large the fire is. No details about any injuries except that 25911 has 
asked if the road to Nylund is clear. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:17:21 

To : Insatschef E-län Tack och för kännedom så tar vi ut trafiken från p-platsen åt två håll dvs 
mot färajn och in mot Krokek. Uppfattat 

Thank you and for your information we are moving traffic from the 
parking lot in two directions that is towards the ferry and in to 
Krokek. Alright. 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:17:39 

To : RL Nkpng Länsstyrelsen i E-län har fått andrahandsuppgifter om en skogsbrand 
norr om Kålmårdens djurpark. Vi vill bli direkt informerade av ansvarig 
räddlingsledning, som vi antar är. Ja vi har en skogsbrand vid 
ORRBERGET Begränsningslinje är upprättad och för att säkerställa 
resurser vid en ev vidare utveckling har resurser från D-län och HKP 
begärts. Kan du ge en aktuell lägesrapport? 

The county council in E have recieved secon´d party informationa 
bout a forest fire north of Kolmården zoo. We want to be directly 
informed by the responsible incident commander. Yes we have a 
forest fire at ORRBERGET. A restriction line is set and in order to 
secure further resources in the case of more events resources from 
D-county and a helicopter have been called for. Can you give a 
situation report? 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:18:59 

To : SOL Nkpng Kalla in stor stab. Det verkar som om det här är en omfattande brand. 
Kan du meddela Göran Göransson att vi ska se vad vi kan göra. Jag heter 
Göran Göransson tel 070895678 och bor i Nylund. Ingen i familjen är 
hemma. Vi är på semester i Sälen. Jag blev uppringd av en bekant som 
har hört att det är en jättestor skogsbrand i trakten där jag bor. Jag har en 
stor samling veteranbilar i min lada. Veteranbilarna är oerhört 
värdefulla. Ladan står väldigt nära skogen. Kan ni skicka dit några 
brandbilar och rädda min bilsamling? 

Request extendec command. It appears to be a large fire. Can you 
inform Göran Göransson that we will see what we can do. My name 
is Göran Göransson tel 070895678 and I live in Nylund. Noone in the 
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family is at home. We are on holiday in Sälen. An acquiatance called 
me about a large fire close to my home. I hav e a large collection of 
vintage cars in my barn. They are extremely valuable. The  barn is 
very close to the forest. Can you send some fire units to salvage my 
car collection? 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:19:31 

To : SOL Nkpng Länsstyrelsen i E-län har fått andrahandsuppgifter om en skogsbrand 
norr om Kålmårdens djurpark. Vi vill bli direkt informerade av ansvarig 
räddlingsledning, som vi antar är. Ja vi har en skogsbrand vid 
ORRBERGET Begränsningslinje är upprättad och för att säkerställa 
resurser vid en ev vidare utveckling har resurser från D-län och HKP 
begärts.  Kan du ge en aktuell lägesrapport? Nej. 

The county council in E have recieved secon´d party informationa 
bout a forest fire north of Kolmården zoo. We want to be directly 
informed by the responsible incident commander. Yes we have a 
forest fire at ORRBERGET. A restriction line is set and in order to 
secure further resources in the case of more events resources from 
D-county and a helicopter have been called for. Can you give a 
situation report? No. 

RL Nkpng Time : 
12:22:45 

To : Rtj 25xxx Hur stor är branden? Vad gör ni? Vart är ni? Jag var uppe vid Svartkärr 
och det verkade rätt lugnt/kaotiskt 

How large is the fire? What are you doing? Where are you? I was at 
Svartkärr and it appeared rather calm 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:23:00 

To : RL Nkpng Kalla in stor stab. Det verkar som om det här är en omfattande brand. 
Kan du meddela Göran Göransson att vi ska se vad vi kan göra. Jag heter 
Göran Göransson tel 070895678 och bor i Nylund. Ingen i familjen är 
hemma. Vi är på semester i Sälen. Jag blev uppringd av en bekant som 
har hört att det är en jättestor skogsbrand i trakten där jag bor. Jag har en 
stor samling veteranbilar i min lada. Veteranbilarna är oerhört 
värdefulla. Ladan står väldigt nära skogen. Kan ni skicka dit några 
brandbilar och rädda min bilsamling? OK - stor stab beordras - Skydda 
NYLUND som prio objekt 

Request extendec command. It appears to be a large fire. Can you 
inform Göran Göransson that we will see what we can do. My name 
is Göran Göransson tel 070895678 and I live in Nylund. Noone in the 
family is at home. We are on holiday in Sälen. An acquiatance called 
me about a large fire close to my home. I hav e a large collection of 
vintage cars in my barn. They are extremely valuable. The  barn is 
very close to the forest. Can you send some fire units to salvage my 
car collection? OK- extended command requested- Protect 
NYLUN>D as a priority object. 

Excerpt 13 

This episode clearly shows that IC was relying on backup from SOL, for keeping track of the 
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location of resources (regulating), and for creating and updating an image of the extent of the fire or 
occurred injuries (monitoring). IC feels a need to have a more complete grasp of the situation in 
order to act solo as OIC. Once SOL’s support is lost, IC quickly risks losing grasp on regulating 
activities. The reaction is to demand for the set-up of a higher command group that can relieve IC 
from monitoring and targeting, so the regulating level does not suffer. This step actually propagates 
the official responsibility of incident commander to a higher level, as well as moving the activities 
of monitoring and targeting to a new actor.  

This intersection between levels provides an opportunity to predict the outcome of a breakdown. A 
breakdown here could have lead to a deficient overall grasp of the developing events. If RL had 
proceeded in attempting to handle monitoring and perhaps tracking activities alone, and had not 
received backup, control could have been lost over regulating activities. As a result the JCS would 
lack awareness of the status and whereabouts of resources. This could result in faulty assessments in 
monitoring activities, or lost awareness of tracking activities, effectively putting personnel and the 
public at risk. In a similar manner, if IC was overloaded and losing control, maybe moving into a 
reactive, scrambled mode, he would have difficulties in assimilating feedback from tracking 
activities, and new information from the JCS’ sensors on location could be lost.  

Another temporal aspect, is seen as that the need for certain levels of activity, e.g. targeting and 
monitoring can be reduced as the incident moves through different phases, from initial alert to the 
setting of a strategy and its formulation into actions. The targeting and monitoring activities will 
delineate a course that need not be reassessed unless new circumstances arise. In the case of new 
developments, levels can temporarily be suspended. 

4.6.1 Functions moving across Roles 

There are a number of configurations of the EM JCS during the response in ALFA-05. As the 
incident involves, certain functions move across operators. The movement of function is critical to 
consider in analysis of a response. As functions are moved across roles, assessments, which have 
been made in a certain context by an operator with a specific competence, are moved and in certain 
cases transformed. This means that transient and implicit information can be lost in the process. 
According to principles described in common ground and the basic compact, the source and context 
of information has importance. Initially SOS fills functions that are allocated to each organization. 
How they are moved to the Police and to the Fire and rescue service differs. Once the Fire and 
rescue service have received the alert, sent a receipt and have forces on the scene, they are 
responsible for the full range of ECOM activities. The Police however, take full responsibility once 
they have received the alert. In each organization, targeting and monitoring is not allocated to a 
separate role until the incident complexity escalates.  
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In this table, the identified phases are related to the cycles of activity in ECOM. This is an 
attempt to illustrate how functions are possessed by different roles at different points in time. 
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1) Detection/alert  

SOS functions in part as a daemon, set to detect certain states and to initiate and propagate further 
processes. In the detection/alert phase, SOS performs functions that later are diffused across other 
organizations, primarily the rescue services.  The division of function changes in several steps; one 
is when SOL has given a receipt for the alert. Once this is done, SOS starts turning to SOL for 
instructions before further actions, e.g. whether forces from other municipalities should be deployed. 

SOS E-län Time : 11:22:44 To : SOL Nkpng ska vi larma kvarsebo? 

Should we alert kvarsebo? 

The police have a different relationship to SOS, as services performed for the fire and rescue 
services by SOS, among the police are performed by LKC. However, SOS wants to have 
confirmation of LKC:s activities, and can thereby be seen as upholding a monitoring role in this 
phase. 

SOS E-län Time : 11:24:50 To : LKC E-län är ni på väg till orrberget? 
brinner i skogen 

Are you on the way to 
orrberget? Forest fire 

 

2) On the way 

As the response progresses, the JCS changes shape as functions are moved across roles. During this 
stage, when the alert has begun to activate a response, but personal have not yet arrived on location, 
SOS operates as a sensor, receiving calls from the public, and propagating this information. SOL 
and LKC are active and hold the initiative preceding the OIC’s and PIC's arrival on-scene. 

3) Arrival on scene 

Once forces are on location, the focus is laid on establishing contact between the physically present 
forces, and the initiative is held by the on-scene commanders, with SOL and LKC serving as back-
up and communication centers when contacts with other organizations are necessary.   

4) Cycles of reassessment 

Once the FCP and contacts between the IOC and PIC are established, a relatively stable 
constellation is achieved. The IOC operates with a wider perspective than the PIC, who mainly has 
contacts within the police. 

5) IOC demands extended command 

When SOL decides to focus entirely on a traffic accident and refers the IOC as sole command for 
the operation, the IOC is quickly overloaded, and demands more command resources, so as not to 
lose control over the tasks at hand. This episode shows how the IOC and SOL are in close implicit 
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cooperation. There is hardly any information handover from SOL, who appears to assume that the 
IC can handle the transition to IOC without any major difficulties. SOL assumes IOC is up to date 
with the information SOL is in custody of. 
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5 Discussion 

The analysis has been an attempt to work from a theoretically grounded stance to identify important 
characteristics of coordination in EM, instantiated in the specific case of an RPE where interregional 
coordination has been required. The large number of interactions along many dimensions makes 
understanding the work processes in a large EM response difficult. This motivated narrowing the 
search for understanding by locating those points where important transformations take place. 

This was attempted by working from written logs from an RPE, where the multiparty dialogs were 
dissected in several ways in order to attain an image of the involved parties’ functions. Each chosen 
partition revealed points of change, which in turn indicate important interactions. This, in 
conjunction with perspectives from distributed cognition and joint activity, was an effective way of 
narrowing the search space for data which holds the potential for important information about 
coordination in EM practices. 

The readings of the role exchanges and dyad exchanges gave an image of each participant’s 
information demands and understanding of the events. The entwinement of activities and 
fragmentation of exchanges lead to the loss of information and the delay of action in several cases. 

The analysis of episodes showed that: 

• Information about the situation is not evenly spread even if personnel have ongoing contact 

• Vital information can be very transient, as it may surface in conversation at one point, and is 
then taken to be commonly shared. If an operator misses information, or suddenly faces new 
requirements, it can be difficult to access. Information that is passed on verbally, and even in 
text, has transient qualities, as the personnel are busy with moment-to-moment assessments 
and multiple tasks. This aspect is also important for accountability issues. 

• There is no constantly updated repository accessible, and there is no support for to keeping 
track of multiple on-going tasks, such as turn taking in dialogs (Hancock & Dunham 2001). 

• Extracting and studying episodes displayed the intense entwinement of activities, and the 
combination of reactive and proactive work in handling the tasks in EM. 

In addition, phases of a response were identified. Each phase indicates certain constraints and also a 
transition, which requires transformations, especially in cases where this coincides with the 
movement of function.  
Following these steps of analysis, a general model, Hollnagel’s ECOM, has been specialized by 
being interpreted with domain knowledge in a specific context. By providing a functional account 
and by taking account of the issue of time, and the interaction between activities, certain 
intersections, where important transformations take place, have been identified.  

5.1 Insights from Applying ECOM 

The coordination of the EM forces is affected by a number of a factors, many of them interacting. 
Examples are previous experience, training; organizational issues; strategies for control; interacting 
goals and objectives. Hollnagel's COCOM and ECOM models cover a large number of the issues 
affecting performance in a JCS, identifying variables that are important to keep track of within new 
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ICT. Each model can be applied recursively upon JCS’s in the system. 
Applying ECOM enabled the identification of a number of intersections, or points of change, along 
several dimensions, such as time, function and location, which has consequences for which type of 
transformations occur in communications. Some of the points of change which were identified lie in 
accordance with ECOMs levels of activity. The most apparent cases were where the levels of 
activity were in accordance to roles in the organisations. In some cases, such as in the function 
allocation  for the IC and the command support centre (CSC, equivalent to SOL), the distinctions 
were not always that clear, only becoming apparent in distinct exchanges. When monitoring and 
regulating resided within one role, there are no explicit utterances which show where the 
transformations take place. 
Functions move across organisations and roles, as the EM JCS emerges and reconfigures itself in 
adaptive response to the situation. During these processes, each operator only has access to a partial 
picture of the situation at hand,  strongly connected to their function and level of activity. 
Information moving between the tracking and regulating level needs to be in a form that is adjusted 
to the needs for each level. Tracking target values and orders are seen to be specific for the task and 
time. Regulating is one step more general, drawing conclusions from the tracking level and giving 
further instructions or moving feedback upwards to monitoring activities. The general 
transformation is from specific and concrete to general and abstract and vice versa. This is also 
likely to correspond with each responder’s understanding of the situation. Each interacting set is 
therefore a boundary point for transformations, an indication that a cognitive process, in Hutchins’ 
sense, is taking place. The points of change are places information can lost or distorted, responses 
absent or delayed. An understanding of the different requirements for each level activity can  be 
used to support work on each level.  
Activity levels remain but their distribution across actors may change. The points in time where 
activity levels are moved represent points of change where information may be lost, as e.g. the 
context when assessments were made, or the sources of information the assessments were based on, 
are not transferred. This was seen in the episode where the IC was appointed OIC and lost the 
support of CSC (SOL) without any hand-over. This could also be seen to coincide with the transition 
between different phases in the response, where certain assessments could trigger a new sequence of 
actions in a new constellation of functions. 

ECOM gives an indication of the interactions between goals and actions distributed over different 
functions and indirectly to roles and personnel. If elaborated, this can point to the types of 
breakdowns that can occur as a result of breaches on one level of control, as this will affect the 
transformations of feedback and goals/objectives between levels, e.g. in the form of an incorrect 
situation assessment affecting all sublevels by setting inappropriate goals/targets. 

ECOM also gave more detail to the predicted problems in intermunicipal and interregional 
coordination. While targeting activities are prescribed to move to the county level, monitoring and 
regulating may disturbed by the fact that it is not clear how constellations are to form: e.g. if two 
IC’s are present on a scene, who has overall command? 

Within the studied EM organizations, the same functions are not always performed by the same 
components, rather they move through the organization over time as the situation unfolds. The 
system itself is not a stable entity, which lies waiting for an incident, although the organizational 
structures are latently present. 
This has been seen in ALFA-05 in the way personnel from different organizations operate on the 
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same level of activity, and the same role can perform different functions in different phases of a 
response. 

This is a central observation, which could be strengthened by looking at more time segments of the 
RPE, and by searching for similar patterns in other related types of events. 

5.2 Reflections on the Methods Used 

Work where new technological support is to be introduced is likely to undergo changes. In safety-
critical work, these changes must be predictable so that they do not deteriorate JCS performance. At 
the same time, certain tasks and characteristics can be assumed to remain constant despite changes 
in e.g. ICT. Producing a functional account is a way to understand work from a high level of 
abstraction, avoiding that the observed work patterns are merely effects resulting from constraints of 
the present day work methods.  

ECOM is an approach to modeling a JCS with function in focus. However, using models such as 
ECOM has consequences when working towards design solutions; a model does not prescribe a final 
format. Instead, models are useful in ranging the design problem, in part by identifying variables 
that are relevant to focus on (Sutcliffe, 2003). Analyzing tasks and mapping out the social 
interactions in work is a first step towards understanding a design space (ibid.). In this sense, ECOM 
has been valuable, as it has helped to identify interactions and functional levels. This application of 
the model must however be seen as explorative, as the model is abstract and rarely if ever (unknown 
to the author) applied in the same manner as in this thesis. 

Operating with the aim of understanding work, one goal is to extract patterns in performance and 
adaptation. However, this requires comparable and converging studies across the domain (Woods, 
2003). In addition, a combination of methods and perspectives is desirable if research is to avoid 
fallacies arising from adjusting a study to support a hypothesis (ibid). Contrasting patterns identified 
in this thesis with other studies from other domains or from a different perspective would be a way 
of validating conclusions drawn here. 

To produce results that can be handled as requirements for a system developer, the insights from this 
work need to be complemented by situated studies and attempts to gather tacit practitioner 
knowledge, to gain deeper insight into practices (Turoff, 2002). An example of where the detail of 
study can be increased is in identifying the most salient information. Artman (1999) notes that 
practitioners reveal which information they identify as salient and critical in the way they express 
and externalize representations. This can give an image of how the JCS approaches the task and 
what information is central, with regard to content, frequency, point in time, source and medium 
(ibid.). Care should be taken to accommodate this type of knowledge into new systems. 

Applying views from distributed cognition approaches could launch a new series of questions 
related to the concepts inherent in the perspective. Cognitive processes are seen as taking place 
where there are transformations of information. This can be seen to take place immediately when 
information is mediated through ICT systems, or between levels of activity, or when it disappears 
from dialogs and is incorporated into constructs and memory. This gives an indication that there is a 
change in representational states, due to constraints in media and requirements for each activity. A 
study with finer grain tracing subtle interactions could go on to ask questions about characteristics of 
these transformations. 
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One approach, which could tackle both the issue of contrasting perspectives to enable comparison of 
extracted patterns, and the need for increased detail in order to identify requirements, is a distributed 
cognition analysis. This involves identifying processes and properties of a work environment in 
detail; how sharing and access to knowledge develops in the process; and studying breakdowns. 

The answers generated can be used to pinpoint important features of an existing system. This, in 
turn, can serve as a foundation upon which to base hypotheses about designing to meet information 
and communication requirements. The distributed cognition view (Hutchins 1995) prescribes a wide 
view of cooperative processes, which may lead to a large amount of data without clear theoretical 
indications about how to transform these insights into normative rules for design. (Rogers & Ellis, 
1994). This type of detailed study can however be resourceful to apply once critical points of change 
have been identified. So it could be the next step if one is to move on from this point in attempting 
to uncover requirements for the design of ICT to be used in EM, providing a detailed tracing of 
processes, practices, ontologies, etc. 

Another option for elaborating on processes observed in the analysis would be an application of 
Hollnagel’s contextual control model, COCOM (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005). A central idea in 
COCOM is that operators transition between control modes, in part as a result of available time, 
with the effect that less time for task completion is linked to the lower control modes, i.e. more 
reactive control. Viewing the levels of activity outlined by ECOM through different control modes 
may illustrate the conditions for and effects of changing control modes in different levels of activity. 
This may enable a prediction of the characteristic effects of each mode, and by extension, effects of 
contextual changes, on the activities involved. 

When studying the practices and structures in the participating organizations, it is important to 
differentiate between the requirements for normal day-to-day operations versus large operations 
demanding cooperation across several geographical regions. Attaining access to data from large-
scale operations is complicated due to the many participants and to the multitude of channels, in 
addition to the non-mediated communication, which most often does not appear on record. 

The situations analyzed in this paper are logs from a role-playing exercise, which simulated a 
situation requiring cooperation across municipal and county boundaries. The validity of the 
observations can be checked by returning to the original transcripts for verification, and by an 
evaluation of the test environment in ALFA-05. The design of the RPE in ALFA-05 used a 
combination of methods, along with the involvement of experts (Woltjer, Trnka, Lundberg,  & 
Johansson, 2006; Trnka, Johansson,  & Granlund, 2006). Woods (2003) speaks of the risks for 
fallacies created when researchers shape observational conditions. It is worth considering that more 
a controlled scenario may be balanced by knowledge of factors such as cognition and adaptation in 
the cognitive work to be observed (Woods 2003), and by combining methods so as to avoid shaping 
observation opportunities to fit a given hypothesis. In a simulation using a scenario, a good scenario 
design is important, as is the involvement of experts (Hsu, 1989). Sniezek, Wilkins, Wadlington, and 
Baumann, (2002) reason that if the same psychological processes that occur in a real life situation 
are activated in a simulation then it is realistic enough to draw conclusion from it. In addition, Hsu 
(1989) views role-event game simulations an appropriate way to stimulate learning about complex 
experiences. 

 In the discussions in the after-event review, the respondents in ALFA-05 judged the RPE as an 
appropriate way to induce life-like reactions. However, the mapping between the test scenario and a 
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real situation is confounded in part by the use of email only.  Weaknesses in using written logs are 
that in a real situation recognizing voices, intonation etc holds a great deal of implicit information 
that practitioners recognize (Zsambok & Klein, 1997). In addition, the records only show explicit 
communication, therefore only the assessments that are shared, i.e. when there has been a need to 
move information between functions residing in different personnel.  

All in all, the data was seen as sufficient for capturing the essentials of the interactions in 
coordination, which were the focus of this study.  The data from ALFA-05 are judged to be a 
sufficiently reliable source to study the communication processes at this level of analysis, in what 
can be seen as an explorative study which sheds some light on how multi-party dialogs can be 
unraveled. In this analysis, the use of the logs permitted a focus on the distribution of activities, 
which would be very difficult to capture in a real-life observation. 

5.3 Implications for the Future Design of ICT systems 

”…the key obstacle to effective crisis response is the communication needed to access relevant data 
or expertise and to piece together an accurate understandable picture of reality” . 

(Hale, 1997) 

Communication is not easily defined; it can be confused with the simple exchange of signals or data 
(Johansson, 2005), belittling the behavioral and cognitive issues that go hand in hand with 
understanding. Trying to identify the requirements for a communications system in the domain of 
emergency management demands an approach that takes serious considerations to the complexity 
inherent in this type of work. 

In short, the analysis has provided observations of:  

• Ambiguity in how functions are to be handled in a large event demanding intermunicipal or 
interregional coordination, revealing vulnerabilities in face of larger crises 

• The EM JCS changing shape as the response evolves.  

• Close, vital interactions between activities 

• Recognizable phases of a response, which give an indication of where functions move across 
different roles. 

These observations are a few characteristics of a response, that give an indication of needs that 
should be recognized in the design of support systems for this domain. They also point to 
occurrences that can be elaborated in more detail to gain a further understanding. 

The entwinement of activities in EM has the consequence that future ICT systems should take heed 
to the entire EM cycle. An example is how each phase (pre-event, phases during an event, and past-
event) has specific associated work processes. In a real situation the identified phases could be 
expected to pose different cognitive demands, because issues such as time, risk, environment, 
available artifacts etc. will be expected to play an important role on cognition. 

Seeing that functions move across roles motivates training personnel to understand and be able to 
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assume different roles, and the need to ensure that team social relationships are given time to 
develop, even across organizational boundaries. In addition, there is a need to make knowledge of 
people’s specialist functions explicit: the fact that one individual has more knowledge about 
coordination on a regional basis, or experience of a certain type of incident.  

In the same sense, the way that functions move across roles during the phases of an incident shows 
how information requirements for a single role will not be constant; rather information and 
communication must be tailored to the activities at one point in time. 

In addition, if a function moves to a different role, the transience of spoken communications must be 
considered. Information that has exchanged verbally is not accessible if it is no longer being 
communicated (Johansson et al., 2001). In the same way, written exchanges may be lost if they are 
in rapid succession and with no sorting or categorizing mechanism. 

An observation from ALFA-05 was that SOS spread information on a push basis, revealing that they 
had a strong notion of other participants’ information requirements. It is possible that they held the 
clearest collection of contextual information about the scenario, and potentially are the operators 
which may be most suited to administer some type of central representation of events, at least in the 
present day coordination setup. 

The movement of function, and the way the JCS evolves over time shows that ICT should support 
JCS reconfiguration, changes in priorities and display options during the emergency response.  

The diverse needs for information, and constraints such as time and stress point to a need for 
multiple channels for communication that enable informal, implicit communication, and not to force 
the use of specific terms and expressions (Rice, 1990). 

 The risks for constrained responses should be counteracted. This means that there is a need to 
support creative response, which means that some form of support for reviewing hypotheses should 
be present. The resulting system must allow responders to reconfigure, reassess and replan.  

The event was a complex dynamic situation, therefore the personnel’s assessments and strategies are 
based on incomplete image that is only possible to capture afterwards with some difficulties. It is 
difficult to trace processes and decisions, and to foresee information needs or information sources. 
This reflects a need to direct information to a place where people know they can search for it. 

Seeing that EM responses take time, any type of technological aid must support switching between 
function and phases. People will be replaced, change roles, or suffer effects upon cognitive abilities. 
These needs may be possible to identify using the levels in ECOM. For example, the personnel 
working with activities on the regulating level must know how long someone has been on shift to 
track tiredness and other physical needs.  

There are additional aspects of time to consider when viewing coordination in the EM JCS. An ICT 
system has functions to fill across the different phases of work, which have different characteristics 
and requirements. 

• Pre-event: a system should be well known to users, and not only used in crises, as time for 
learning will effect if and how it is used (Turoff, 2002). 
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• During an event: it may be important to gather performance data for use in after-event phase, 
for accountability issues and as a source for information for the after-event phase (Hiltz & 
Turoff, 1978; Wieck 1995). 

• Post-event: in this phase the ICT system can enable reexamination of what happened and 
learning from it, to support the coordination of future policies and perspectives (Turoff, 
2002) 

In short, this thesis has described an explorative attempt to approach a broad and complex field of 
work to find valid points of entry into work practices. EM is performed in a highly distributed 
workplace, where constraints are variable, and safety and time are central issues. The results of this 
work provide a superficial but hopefully well-grounded orientation to the issues that future design of 
ICT systems should pay attention to. A number of important issues raised here can be included as 
place holders in the design space for new systems, and provide indications of the direction further 
studies in the field can take. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 An Overview of Roles in Swedish Regional Emergency Management  

In Sweden, there is a large degree of local self-government. In the case of a crisis, coordination is 
regulated by law, eg. Lag (2006:544) om kommuners och landstings åtgärder inför och vid 
extraordinära händelser i fredstid och höjd beredskap. It is, however, up to the involved parties to 
implement the law, and this can take a multitude of shapes, depending on who is taking part and 
what the situation at hand demands. It is also necessary to differentiate between local needs under 
normal conditions versus requirements for coordination in larger operations, as different laws and 
procedures apply. 
Swedish Emergency management is coordinated along two basic principles: responsibility for 
sectors and responsibility for geographical areas.  
Responsibility for a sector (Sektorsansvar):  this means responsibility for the function lying under an 
agency's jurisdiction. 
Responsibility for a geographical area (Geografiskt Områdesansvar): responsibility for the 
coordination of emergency and crisis management actors in a given geographic region.  
The government has geographical responsibility on a national level; the county administrative 
boards on a regional level, and the municipalities on a local level. There is limited pre-event 
cooperation between different organizations and municipalities involved in Swedish emergency 
management. 
Emergency Call Centers (SOS Alert). In Swedish EM, calls to 112 are directed to SOS emergency 
coordination centers. Operators evaluate the call and make decisions about which initial resources to 
activate, such as medical aid, fire department or police. Coordination of actions remains within SOS 
up to the point that operatives have arrived at the scene, from which point responsibilities for the 
event are transferred to the involved organizations according to their respective missions. 

The Fire and rescue services (Räddningstjänsten). The fire and rescue services are municipal and 
thereby may differ in structure, even within the same county. These differences show in the way 
contingency work is organized and routines in cooperation with SOS, e.g. routines concerning in 
which types of incidents both the fire department and ambulance units are delegated. 

The Police. Each county is a police district, which is run by a police authority (Polismyndighet), of 
which there are 21 in Sweden. Each police authority decides upon its organization. As a result, there 
are variations in how they are structured and run from county to county. The National Police Board 
(Rikspolisstyrelsen) stands for internal coordination on a national level. 

County Council Health and Medical Service. There are 18 County Councils (landsting) and 2 
regions in Sweden, which are responsible for health services, which require a larger population base 
than there usually exists on a municipal level. 
 
Municipalities. The 290 municipalities have geographical responsibility on a local level, and are the 
fundament of emergency management in most cases. It is their responsibility to see that networks 
and coordination between local EM participants, even civilian ones, e.g. companies, churches and 
schools, are built and maintained. 

In the case of an event, they must provide information to the public and to the county administrative 
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board; education in crisis management to officials and politicians; and provide plans for crises based 
on risk analyses covering the municipality. 
The County Administrative Board (Länsstyrelsen). There are 21 County Administrative Boards 
in Sweden, representing central government and providing information and counseling regarding 
municipality (kommun) contingency work. They prepare risk- and vulnerability analyses as 
preventative measures. In the case of large incidents spanning over several municipalities, the 
county administrative board must keep itself informed of the situation and in certain cases take over 
responsibility for the fire and rescue services (Räddningstjänst). They also act as a coordinator in 
cases with involvement from state level fire and rescue services e.g. Air Rescue and Maritime 
Rescue, and in larger crises where they have a role towards the government and the Swedish 
Emergency Management Agency (Krisberedskapsmyndigheten, KBM). 
Interregional coordination. Upon local initiatives, some municipalities and counties have 
organized councils to enhance coordination e.g. Regionala Rådet för Räddningstjänst on the 
municipal level, and on a county level ÖSAM  (Samverkan i Östra Mellansverige inom 
Krishanteringsområdet). These efforts have in many cases been given positive response, however 
they provide an uneven representation of concerned officials and receive varied interest from higher 
authorities. 
This outline gives a basic introduction to the parties involved in regional EM in Sweden. More 
details are given in appendices 7.1 to 7.5. 
To align forces in a demanding situation involves more than that which is regulated by law. In all 
instances of work, the human is the agent creating information from data (Johansson 2005), 
interpreting, making decisions, synthesizing and acting. In EM the cognition required is distributed 
across individuals and organizations, creating a need for coordination and communication. To 
support coordination in a human centered manner, an understanding of how cognition takes place in 
a distributed, dynamic work environment is necessary. 
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7.2 Participating Units 

Organization Communications center Command Operative units 

Fire and rescue 
services/ Kommun 

SOL, Samband och 

Ledning Communication 
Service Center 

Municipal basis 

RL Räddningsledare 
operative on-scene 
incident commander  

Räddningstjänststyr

kor RtjNN-xxx 

fire and rescue crew, 
numbered according 
to type and station 

Police LKC, 
Länskommunikationscentr

al 

County police dispatch  

IC Insatschef- PIC 
police operative on-
scene commander 

Patruller- police 
units, numbered 
according to type 
and station 

Health services  SOS Alert 

County basis 

SL 
Sjukvårdsledande 

funktion 

TIB Tjänsteman i 

beredskap 

Ambulans- 
ambulances 

Alert centre SOS 

 

SOS E Östergötland 

SOS D Sörmland 

County basis 
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7.3 Fire and Rescue service, Participants’ Duties 

SOL RL Räddningsledare Räddningstjänststyrkor 

Support function for on-scene 
command: make telephone 
calls; review guidelines and 
other sources of information; 
help keep track of resources 
and plan. 

Responsible for the operative 
command and coordination 

Make a problem inventory and 
judgments of incident 
development; 

To set goals for operation and 
assess these during the 
mission. 

The role is displaced upwards 
in the organization according 
to siza and complexity of 
event. 
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7.4 Police Forces, Participants’ Duties 

LVB/LKC Insatschef Insatsstyrka 

Responsible for 
comprehensive operative 
command and coordination/ 

Strategic resource planning; 
initiate and uphold  
coordination  with participating  
organizations 

Perform actions and inform IC 
of any changes. 

All incoming phonecalls come 
here. Stay  informed about all 
major events,  and ongoing and 
planned operations. Make a 
problem inventory and 
judgemnets of incident 
development; set goals for 
operation and assess these 
during the mission. 

Maintain close cooperation 
with the räddningsledare (Fire 
and rescue services) and the 
health services function  

 

 One or more incident 
commanders/ insatschefer,  

responsible to delegate sectors 
of responsibility in case of 
large incident 
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7.5 Health Services, Participants’ Duties 

Strategic command 

TIB  (tjänsteman i 
beredskap) 

SL 

Operative command 

MA 

Medically Responsible 

Responsible for establishment 
of regional health service 
command; overreaching 
coordination of resources 
within own and between 
organizations 

and mobilize support by  the 
Chef för regional 
sjukvårdsledning vid allvarlig 
händelse  (CRSL) or 
equivalent Notifies LÄN if 
resources are scarce; 
(contacted by SOS case of a 
serious event; 

Coordinate with the fire and 
rescue services 
(Räddningsledare) and the 
Police (Insatschef); responsible 
for the safety, distribution and 
communication with health 
service units on scene. Must 
consider medical issues 
together with MA.  

Judge the medical care 
requirements for the mission; 
distribute patients to hospitals 

Personnel from the first ambulance on scene act as operative command in an initial phase, 
divided between the roles of health service command (Sjukvårdsledare SL) and medical 
authority (Medicinskt ansvarig, MA). MA is always the person on location who has the highest 
medical competence. 
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7.6 Activities and Functions of Participating Organizations 

 SOS Rescue  services 

(Kommun, 

Räddningsverket 

Police 

(Rikspolisstyrelsen) 

Health services 

(Socialstyrelsen) 

Län 

(Regering) 

Name 
for 
crisis 

 Stor  insats Särskild händelse Stor olycka/ 
katastrof/ 
Extraordinär 
händelse 

Extraordinär 
händelse 

Types 
of 
activit
ies 

Set priority for,  
send alert to 
and direct 
ambulances;  
set priority for 
and direct alert 
calls to the fire 
and rescue 
services and to 
the police; 
direct the first 
response team 
from the fire 
and rescue 
services to a 
scene. Support 
the incident 
commander. 

Operations such as 
saving lives and 
securing property  in 
case of fire, traffic 
accidents, chemical  
spills; 

establishment and 
manning of scene of 
incident, evacuation 
zones etc. 

Block off and 
regulate traffic on 
scene of an incident 
or accident; 
evacuation; search for 
people on scene; 
investigation whether 
incident caused by  
criminal act; 
registration and 
identification of 
casualities. 

Make an inventory 
of damages; 
safeguard and 
stabilize vital 
functions (life 
saving 
operations);give 
priority to transport 
of the injured; 
logistics concerning 
transport and the 
efficient use of 
health service 
resources 

Stay informed of 
the situation in 
the 
municipalities; 
provide 
coordination if 
necessary and 
inform the 
government of 
important 
incidents. 

Functi
on of 
provid
er 

Managing 
phone calls to 
the Swedish 
emergency 
number 112.  

Needs for rapid 
response, the 
importance of the 
threatened object, 
costs for a recue 
mission, other 
considerations such 
as if the owner can 
take own precautions. 

Required to inform the 
police in case of an 
incident. 

Provide protection, 
information and other 
aid that the police 
appropriately can 
give to the public. 

The public’s needs 
for health service; 
provide means of 
transport for those 
in need. 

Take over 
responsibility for 
the municipality 
functions in case 
of large event. 

 

Com
munic
ation 
centre 

SOS SOL LKC SOS SOS and own 
resources 
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 SOS Rescue  services 

(Kommun, 

Räddningsverket 

Police 

(Rikspolisstyrelsen) 

Health services 

(Socialstyrelsen) 

Län 

(Regering) 

Strate
gic 
comm
and 

 Bakre ledning 

(Structure and 
nomenclature 
depends on which 
municipality) 

Länspolismästare TIB, special crisis 
groups for large 
incidents 

(Krisledningsnämnd
) 

Special crisis 
groups for large 
incidents, (Kris -
ledningsnämnd) 

On 
scene 

 Räddningsledare  Insatschef SL, MA  

On 
scene 

 Fire fighters Patrols Ambulances  
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7.7 Example of Exchanges from Individual Operators 

FROM TO MESSAGE 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:21:27 To : SOS E-län 25130 Har ni sökt mig?? 

SOS E-län Time : 11:22:26 To : RL Nkpng 25130 Har ni sökt mig?? 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:24:23 To : Övrigt 
Till spelledningen. Jag får blanka meddelanden från SOS E-län 
alltså ingen information 

SOS E-län Time : 11:25:20 To : RL Nkpng vill ni ha men ngn ambulans? 

Övrigt Time : 11:26:04 To : RL Nkpng då hon trycker för många gånger på knappen 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:26:14 To : SOS E-län 
Ja det är nog bra. Jag har inte fått någon information från er. 
Meddelandena har varit blanka. 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:27:08 To : Övrigt 
Till spelledningen. Vad har hänt???? Jag vet inget mer än att 
jag fått en fråga om ambulans 

SOS E-län Time : 11:28:17 To : RL Nkpng är det orrberg vid kolmården? 

SOS E-län Time : 11:28:52 To : RL Nkpng är det klart att det har inträffat en brand på orrberget  

RL Nkpng Time : 11:29:33 To : SOS E-län 
Jag vet inte. Har inte fått någon information om något larm 
eller adress 

SOS E-län Time : 11:30:32 To : RL Nkpng 
det brinner på orrberget i skogen 65065-15385 stort larm stn 
100,110,190 är draget 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:31:49 To : RL Nkpng 

25120 befinner sig på e22 mellan söderköping och västervik, 
olycka farligt gods. Har ej kännedom om Orrberget OK Avbryt 
övning - återgå till stn 

RL Nkpng Time : 11:32:05 To : SOS E-län Uppfattat slut 25130 

 

7.8 Example of Exchanges between Dyads 

FROM TO MESSAGE  

SOS E-län Time : 11:12:36 To : SOL Nkpng 
har fått in larm på 112 brand orrberget 
vet du var det är sos  

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:14:44 To : SOS E-län Vet ej - har igen bil 112  

SOS E-län Time : 11:17:13 To : SOL Nkpng 

stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget 
brand 

stations 100,110,190 large alert 
orrberget fire Situation assessment 
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SOS E-län Time : 11:17:51 To : SOL Nkpng 

brand rökutveckling kordinat 65065-
15385 

fire and smoke coordinates 65065-
15385 

measurements/feedba
ck 

SOS E-län Time : 11:20:08 To : SOL Nkpng 
Det binne vid valborgsmässo berget 
rt0636 

measurements/feedba
ck 

SOS E-län Time : 11:20:41 To : SOL Nkpng har ni fått larmet  

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:21:24 To : SOS E-län 

stn 100,110.190 stort larm orrberget 
brand –kvitteras 

stations 100,110,190 large alert 
orrberget fire -received  

SOS E-län Time : 11:22:44 To : SOL Nkpng ska vi larma kvarsebo? 
question about 
plans/objectives 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:23:40 To : SOS E-län actions/target values 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:24:16 To : SOS E-län Koordinater ORRBERGET frågas? 
demand for 
measurements 

SOS E-län Time : 11:25:53 To : SOL Nkpng ska vi larma in åby och kvarsebo 
question about 
plans/objectives 

SOS E-län Time : 11:26:20 To : SOL Nkpng 65065-15385 
measurements/feedba
ck 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:30:43 To : SOS E-län  

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:32:14 To : SOS E-län OK - är kvitterat  

SOS E-län Time : 11:32:15 To : SOL Nkpng 
ja det är samma,vill du att vi larmar ngt 
mer? 

question about 
plans/objectives 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:32:46 To : SOS E-län ska vi larma kvarsebo? Svar nej  

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:34:06 To : SOS E-län 
ska vi larma in åby och Kvarsebo - Svar 
nej  

SOS E-län Time : 11:34:29 To : SOL Nkpng ok  

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:34:40 To : SOS E-län 
Upprepa, vilken var felskrivningen? 
2511 vad? - Utgår  

SOS E-län Time : 11:36:03 To : SOL Nkpng 
ok jag avvaktar hör av dig om du vill ha 
ngn hjälp  

SOS E-län Time : 11:38:33 To : SOL Nkpng demand for measurements 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:39:51 To : SOS E-län 
Larma 25195 till brytpunkt vsk 65089 
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15385 ORRBERGET 

SOS E-län Time : 11:42:23 To : SOL Nkpng ok  

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:46:38 To : SOS E-län measurements/feedback 

SOL Nkpng Time : 11:47:23 To : SOS E-län measurements/feedback 

SOS E-län Time : 11:47:59 To : SOL Nkpng 
25195 har kvitterat beräknar vara på bp 
kl 12.01 

measurements/feedba
ck 

 

7.9 Establishment of a Forward Control Point 

In the work towards establishing the first response, all participants, especially those involved in 
regulating, IC and RL above all, orient towards a physical meeting place and face to face meetings 
(Brytpunkt, FCP). This is in part due to prescribed working methods, but also due to routines. 
Normally RT is responsible for establishing a FCP, which SOL also does rapidly (FCP1) line 17). 
However, this information remains within RT and is also spread to the ambulances. The police thus 
establish a FCP (FCP2) of their own (line 34). SOS is informed about this, and at almost exactly the 
same time, as the police have a discussion between LKC/IC and they ask SOL if the parking area is 
ok, RL gives the SOS commands that they should share the coordinates of FCP1 to all cooperating 
organisations and units (line 66)  IC has a rapid exchange with RL where they agree on establishing 
FCP  at the place the police proposed (FCP 2) (line 60-73). IC only informs LKC, while RL informs 
SOS about the new location but not SOL. At this point in time, SOL still assumes that FCP1 is the 
designated place. SOS still gives FCP1 as FCP to SOS D (lines 88-89). It is only after 2 more 
minutes that SOS E responds by giving out the location of FCP2. This means that SOL gains this 
information through a wide circle. RL does inform SOL directly, but the information from SOS E 
precedes this. The ambulances are also given the new location, however there is a certain delay as 
they are still in the process of reacting upon the first location. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:33:06 

To : LKC E-län Jag vill få red på vem som är räddningsledare och om de utsett 
brytpunkt 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:34:13 

To : Insatschef E-län återkommer 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:34:25 

To : SOS E-län vem är räddningsledare på platsen? 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:36:32 

To : LKC E-län bef 130 från stn 100 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:37:20 

To : Insatschef E-län bef 130 från station 100 för kännedom. vet ej om de är på plats ännu. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:38:10 

To : LKC E-län Vi vet alltså inte var de är, om det är okej för dig sä stannar jag till vid 
avtagsvägen uppmot Orrbergen 
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LKC E-län Time : 
11:39:28 

To : Insatschef E-län jag har 5950 som åkt upp mot gruvstugan. de är snart framme vid 
orrberg. ta vänster när åkt en bit in på gruvstugan vägen. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:40:05 

To : LKC E-län Har de träffat på Brandkåren 

   

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:39:48 

To : LKC E-län 5950 har ankommit till orrbergen. Det är kraftig brandrök i området. 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:39:51 

To : SOS E-län Larma 25195 till brytpunkt vsk 65089 15385 ORRBERGET 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:40:19 

To : Rtj 25xxx Utlamad 25195 till brytpunkt vsk 65089 15385 ORRBERGET 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:40:26 

To : RL Nkpng Utlamad 25195 till brytpunkt vsk 65089 15385 ORRBERGET 

   

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:40:32 

To : Patruller E-län 5950 när ni får kontakt med rtj tala om det för mig 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:40:38 

To : Patruller E-län 5954 för kännedom är 5950 på plats och de inväntar dig. 

   

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:40:39 

To : Insatschef E-län 5950 har annkommit till orrbergen 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:41:03 

To : Patruller E-län har ni träffat på brandbefälet på plats 5950? 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:41:15 

To : Patruller E-län Hur ser det ut och finns det något brandbefäl där 

   

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:43:14 

To : LKC E-län 5950 jag har nu träffat brandbefälet 25191 

   

Rtj 25xxx Time : To : SOL Nkpng 29191 på plats, kraftig brandrök mellan kalvkärret och Nylund. 
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11:43:16 Påträffat patrullbil 

   

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:43:29 

To : LKC E-län Uppfattat detta varkar bli stort, jag vill ha mer resurser och så länge jag 
inte fått någon brytpunkt tar vi en för vår polispersonal vid P-platsen 
Kolmårdens Djurpark 

Aknowledged this appears to be big, I want more resources and as 
long as I have no FCP I will establish one for the police at the 
parking lot by Kolmården zoo 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:43:30 

To : Rtj 25xxx 25195 brand orrberget brytpunkt 6508915385 

   

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:43:35 

To : Insatschef E-län Träffar brandbefal 25191 nu 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:43:43 

To : Insatschef E-län 5950 har träffat på branbef. 25191. 

   

Patruller E-län Time : 
11:44:34 

To : Insatschef E-län 5950 branbefälet säger att det är kraftig rökutveckling vid nyalund 

   

Ambu E-län Time : 
11:44:45 

To : SOS E-län Från 25911 är brytpunkt upprättad? 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:44:59 

To : RL Nkpng 25102, 25114, 25111 - 25124, 25114,  - 25191 Brytpunkt vsk 65059, 
15385 Larm har också gått till RV Kvarsebo 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:45:12 

To : Rtj 25xxx 25102, 25114, 25111 - 25124, 25114,  - 25191 Brytpunkt vsk 65059, 
15385 Larm har också gått till RV Kvarsebo 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:45:31 

To : Ambu E-län svar ja 6508915385 25911 
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Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:45:41 

To : LKC E-län Uppfattat jag åker fram och tar kontakt med Befälet från Krokek. Om 
de köper mitt förslag på Brytpunkt så tar vi den 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:46:17 

To : Insatschef E-län brytpunkten är ok och 5924 är påväg dit. de hör av sig när de är 
framme. 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:46:38 

To : SOS E-län har du möjlighet att upprepa för mig vad du anser att vi har för ngt 
senario samt vad som är på väg är allt ok?   Styrkor larmade och ut 
25102, 25114, 25111 - 25124, 25114,  - 25191 Brytpunkt vsk 65059, 
15385 Larm har också gått till RV Kvarsebo 

Rtj 25xxx Time : 
11:46:58 

To : SOL Nkpng Påbörjar brandsläckning, förbereder begränsningslinje norr orrbergen 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:47:07 

To : SOS E-län för kännedom har polisinsatschef M. Skoog beslutat att brytpunkte för 
polisens del är p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark.  

   

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:47:23 

To : LKC E-län Kan du koll med SOL Norrköping att de är med på vår Brytpunkt 

LKC E-län Time : 
11:47:48 

To : Insatschef E-län har du kommit i kontakt med räddningsledaren? är brytpunkten för 
sdamtliga i insatsen? 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:48:11 

To : LKC E-län Vet inte ännu men jag skall precis prata med honom omdetta 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:48:26 

To : SOL Nkpng är p.platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark ok som brytpunkt undrar 
insatschef M. Soog? 

   

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:48:29 

To : SOS E-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385 Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

   

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:48:47 

To : RL Nkpng Kan vi ta ut en gemensam brytpunkt på parkeringen vid Kolmårdens 
Djurpark 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:49:11 

To : LKC E-län Jag har pratat med Räddningsledaren och inväntar svar. 
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RL Nkpng Time : 
11:49:49 

To : Insatschef E-län OK om vi får plats. Kan bli problem om vi måste utrymma parken och 
få iväg alla fordon. 

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:50:44 

To : RL Nkpng Uppfattat men jag kan se till att försöka få undan lite fordon i den Norra 
delan av parkeringen, ger du till dina tillkommande resurser att de skall 
stanna där 

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:52:11 

To : Insatschef E-län OK. Vi kör på det. 

   

Insatschef E-län Time : 
11:51:22 

To : LKC E-län Jag behöver ytterligare resurser för att utrymma delar av parkeringen då 
vi skall ha FCP där 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:50:24 

To : SOL Nkpng för kännedom har polisinsatschef M. Skoog beslutat att brytpunkte för 
polisens del är p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark.  

SOS E-län Time : 
11:50:28 

To : RL Nkpng för kännedom har polisinsatschef M. Skoog beslutat att brytpunkte för 
polisens del är p-platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark.  

   

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:52:13 

To : Rtj 25xxx Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:52:45 

To : Rtj 25xxx Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 

   

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:52:47 

To : SOS E-län Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:52:51 

To : LKC E-län är p.platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark ok som brytpunkt undrar 
insatschef M. Soog? Brytpunkt är meddelad -vsk 65059, 15385 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:53:00 

To : SOS D-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter 
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SOS D-län Time : 
11:54:19 

To : SOS E-län Från 25130, Brytpunkt för skogsbranden är vsk 65059, 15385. Meddela 
larmade enheter samt samverkande enheter Jag tror du skickade fel nu, 
jag har ej larmat ut något, behöver ni hjälp? med vad isådana fall? 

   

LKC E-län Time : 
11:54:03 

To : Insatschef E-län är p.platsen vid kolmårdens djurpark ok som brytpunkt undrar 
insatschef M. Soog? Brytpunkt är meddelad -vsk 65059, 15385. 
siffrorna säger mig inte så mycket, men är detta en ny brytpunkt? 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:54:46 

To : SOS E-län Larma ut - 25181 till brytpunkt 65059, 15385 ORRBERGET -
Skogsbrand 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:55:12 

To : RL Nkpng Larmad - 25181 till brytpunkt 65059, 15385 ORRBERGET -
Skogsbrand 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
11:55:16 

To : Rtj 25xxx Larmad - 25181 till brytpunkt 65059, 15385 ORRBERGET -
Skogsbrand 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:55:04 

To : SOL Nkpng Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:55:07 

To : Ambu E-län Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:55:14 

To : SOS D-län Ny brytpunkt Norra delan av parkeringen,vid djurparken 

SOS E-län Time : 
11:56:03 

To : LKC E-län räddningstjänsten har ny brytpunkt norra delen av parkeringen vid 
djurparken 

   

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:55:05 

To : Insatschef E-län Vi lämnar en sambandsman 

   

RL Nkpng Time : 
11:57:54 

To : SOL Nkpng Till SoL från 25130, Ny brytpunkt Norra delen av parkeringen vid 
djurparken 

   

SOS E-län Time : 
11:58:00 

To : Rtj 25xxx 25181 skogsbrand orrberget brytpunkt 65059 15385 
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Ambu E-län Time : 
11:58:06 

To : SOS E-län Det är alldeles för många bilar på parkeringen, ska vi verkligen ha 
denna som brytpunkt? 

   

SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:02:51 

To : RL Nkpng NY brytpunkt - Norra delen av Parkeringen vid djurparken uppfattat 

SOL Nkpng Time : 
12:02:57 

To : SOS E-län NY brytpunkt - Norra delen av Parkeringen vid djurparken uppfattat 

   

SOS D-län Time : 
12:03:14 

To : RL Nykpng Sose behöver hjälp med 1 släckbil+2 tankbilar till en brand som jag tror 
är utan för kolmården djurpark, jag återkommer om brytplats, ska jag 
dra larm i nyköping eller var? nävekavarn? 

RL Nykpng Time : 
12:06:14 

To : SOS D-län Bil 24305 går till området, vill ha en brytpunkt så att vi vet vart vi ska 
med våra enheter. Nävekvarn kommer att gå med 24391 och 24394 

   

Ambu E-län Time : 
12:06:18 

To : SOS E-län 25912 kvitterar skogsbrand FCP 65059-15385 

   

SOS D-län Time : 
12:08:15 

To : SOS E-län Brytpunkt, branden kolmården, tack 

SOS E-län Time : 
12:11:01 

To : SOS D-län norra delen av parkeringen vid djurparken 

 


